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INT~ODUCTION 

This thesis investigates Eliot t s aesthetic expression 

of a philosophy of time. So. many different philosophers have 

explored the nature of time in such diverse ways that it is 

difficult to appreciate Eliot's work in relation to such an 

expansive and elusive tradition$- But the corresponding tri-

partite classifications of time- views proffered by Henri Bergson 

and T.E .. Hulme provide a convenient frame of reference in which 

to discuss the poetry and drama t for the schemes establish re

lationships among a wide variety of philosophies. 1 The sig~ 

nificant difference between Bergson and Hulme lies in the values 

which they ascribe to the di fferent attitudes to ward time; Eliot 

tends to accept Hulme's Pc~~tion, but frequently attacks tha t of 

2 Bergson. But Eliotts .hostility to Ber gson took some time to 

emerge, and he actually owes a gr eat debt to Bergson's formula

tions. 3 This thesis, then, will stres s possible Bergsonian in-

fluences in Eliot's work e I will not, however, att emp t to present 

supporting argum ents for the various philoso phi es which bear on 

Eliot's work. Rathert my discussion of the philos ophy itself 

\vill sometime s proc eed heuristica lly, becaus e attemp t s at jus tify-

ing a pa rticula r philosophical bias t end to shift int er est from 

an aesthetic to a non-aes thetic r eading. 4 

1 



Hulme seems to support the notion that time is eternal, 

absolute, and teleologically ordered, whereas Bergson adopts 

a contrary rela ti vist posi tion. "True time" for Bergson is la 

dur(e., pure dUration which he claims to be the basis of psycho-

logical, biological and historical evolution: 

2 

In a \'lord, pure dUration might well be nothing but a 
succession of qualitative changes, which melt into and 
permeate one another, without precise outlines, without 
any tendency to externalize themselves in relation to 
one another, without any aff~liation with number: it 
would be pure heterogeneity. . 

DUration cannot be represented spatially, for:tt is interpene-

trated change wi thin the flux; it cannot be measured by mechani-

cal means, and it is not teleological. Bergson identifies those 

who are preoccupied with clock-time as mechanists, and le.bels 

those who haye faith in an absolute teleology as finalists. Al

though Hulme is an advocate of the finalistic variety of Berg-

sonian "false time," he does recognize a threefold division in 

planes of experience,~ which correspond to Bergson's divisions of 

time-perception. Hulme's inorgariic world of mathematical and 

physical science is likely to be that to which a mechanist is 

most su.i ted; his organic world of psychology and biology, which 

cannot be adequately analyzed intellectu.ally, is durational; and 

the ethical and religious values of the third world are those 

held by the typical fina list. Bbth)Hulme and Eliot support the 

belief . thB.t t.hi s finalistic order is imlnanent in tIle f1uxs bu~t 
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unfortunately obscured by the general preoccupation with relativism 

which has been VIi th us since the turn of this century.? Thus, 

the critical difference between Hulme and Bergson, the differ-

ence which draws Eliot to Hulme, lies not in their classifica-

tions of time, but in their prejudices toward different time-

values. 

Al though Eliot does not finally agree vrl th Bergson!S 

value-judgement of duration, some of the myriad implications of 

Bergson's dUrationism are acce:9ted by Eliot. In .Q.reQ....~iv$l_E;;yolu

!i2ll (L'ivolution £r~atrice), Bergson applies tas idea of pure 

duration, along with finalism and mechanism, to biolog:l.cal evo-

lution and ultimatelY decides that the teleological approach, 

that which Hulme supports, or the mechanistic explanation, the 

essence of Dar-van's theory of evolution) are both inadequate views 

of reality. DUration is likewise pivotal in Bergson's explana-

tion of freedom, language: aesthetics and sensation in Time and 

Free V1.;Ll1 (Ess..§i_su,r. le~ don~s :i..mm'cLi.a tes .de la COlllli.~ll.C~) and 

Ma tter and Hemo.u (1i8.J<i1u:..~_~t m~'llQ..:i,.J:.~). Be rgson's discussion of 

these topics often dep ends for its substa ntiation on a comparison 

of durationism wi th the unfortunate consequences of mechanism··-

and it is a similar condemnation of mechanism whic h also occupies 

Eliot even after he has begun to develop his finalism. 

One of the most significant intima tions of Bergson's 

th~ory of time is that language is an ina dequat e vehicle for ex-

pressing consciousness in duration. Eliot himself struggles monu-



. mentally with words, representing the impediments of the flux, 

as he seeks a finalistic solution in .E.Q.1l.r...Jluartets; some of the 

mechanistic protagonists of Eliot's plays are not as successful, 

however, for they ultima tely drown in their own words as does 

Prufrock, the arch-mechanist of Eliot's early work. Likewise, 

communication is a fundamental problem for the protagonists of 
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"Portrait of a Lady" and the sterile inhabitants of the landscape 

in The Waste Land. 

Bergson's primary objection to language is that words, 

as discrete units, distort the interpenetration of past, present 

and future by stringing them out into space ~ Bergson, like 

8 . 
Zeno, ' postulates the independence of time fro m space. "True 

time',' unlike space, is not homogeneous or quantitative, nor are 
I 

events in time causally related. Words may seem to express some-

thing of ti me , but according to Bergson, they cannot because they 

are extensive in space, fra gmented, and causally related through 

fixed syntax. Language also functions ~n the basis that everyone 

associates roughly the same idea with each word. Associationists 

find nothing particul~rly alarming in this quality, but Bergson 

expresses strong objections to associationist thinking, which he 

considers to be a form of mechanism. His objection to the distor~ 

tion which the associationist theory entails in its assumptions 

about language crystallizes in Time and Free Wi:t]. , where he notes 

that 



just in proportion as we dig below the surface and get 
down to the real self, do its states of consciousness 
cease to stand in juxtaposition and begin to permeate 
and melt into one another, and ea'ch to be tinged with 
the colouring of all the others. Thus ea ch of us has 
his own way of lOving and hating; and this hatred re
flects his own personality. Language, however, denotes 
these states by the same words in every case: so that 
it ha s been able to fix only the objective and i mpersonal 
aspect of love, hate, and the thousand emotions which 
stir the soul. 

This real self, which cannot be ad~quately described by 

language, is of paramount concern to Eliot as well as Bergson. 

It is this real self which evades many of Eliot's protagonists 

from Prufrock onwards. Bergson contends that there are really 

two selves . The real t or fundamental self, is not subject to 

classification nor predictability; we r each this fundamental 

self "by deep introspection, which leads us to grasp our inner 

states as living things, constantly .Q.Q£..Ql!1iJJ..g , as states not 

amenable to measure, which permeate one anothe r and of which 
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the succe s sion in dUra tion has nothing in COmm0r'l ' ; vrl th juxte.~ 

posi tion in homogeneous space. ,,10 The other self is our s patial 

and social representation, se emingly subject to the l aws of 

causality and operating a s a fixed qua ntity_ The error of 

traditiona l de t ermini s t thinking , Bergson claims in this connec

tion, is tha t it assumes that an organism actually is inert 

ma tt er of a fixed qua nti ty--wht il : .in rea li ty the fu n o.B.menta l s elf, 

the "heo.rt" of the organism, is capable of qualita ti ve cha nge 

which ma nifests it self in free a cti on j particula rly at a mome nt 

f .. 11 o CI'l S J. S. 
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Eliot's sympathy with Bergson's theory of memory is par-

ticularly evident in "Rhapsody on a Windy Night," "La Figlia 

Che Piange" and "A Cooking Egg," but the phiksophy also has an 

incidental place in numerous other works._ Bergson's memory theory 

is clearly an outgrowth of hls theory of time, for memory is the 

key to a personal peace with time. Bergson distinguishes two 

kinds 0 f memory. One, rufullo ... iJ:.e yo 19.ntai r..2 , or motor mechanism, is 

the sort voluntarily evoked for pragmatic purposes such as rote 

learning or any act not speclfically tied to the past. The 

other, m(moi re involonta.ire, or pure me mory, involves an imag-

inatj;ve re-cr~ation of the past, bringing the past heavily to 

bear on the present--but it does not esta.blish a causal link 

between past and present; it merely makes the past understandable 

in the present. If the two varieties of memory cooperate, an 

• di 'd 1 l' l' f f d t' 12 ln Vl ua can lye ale 0 pure ura lon. Homents will be 

related to one another as notes are related to a melody: the 

past will make sense in ' the present because they will both be 

part of a single interpenetrated whole. This whole, however, con-

stantly mutates. Events can never occur t wi ce in precisely the 

same way, becaus e the relation which they bear to the perceiving 

consciousness alters as the memories which make up that conscious-

ness alter. 

Bergson's belief tha t "the spontaneity of life is mani

fested by a continual creation of ne\'! forms,,13 finds especially 

cogent expression in four Quar tei§ as well as in Eliot's critical 

't' 14 Vlrl lngo Berg son's theory of a flux co ntinually creating, 



becoming never the same, is not particularly new: a similar 

notion was espoused centuries earlier by Heraclitus. But while 

Bergson views the generation of the flux as beneficent, Hera-

clitus bemoans the perpetual destruction which inevitably at-

tends the generation. Both varieties of flux are durational and 

generative-destructive, but Heraclitus and Bergson significantly 

emphasize different aspects of that duration. 15 

But whatever Eliot1s similarities may be to Bergson, he 

is, after all, a finalist, not a durationist.. Morris Weitz 

points out an important relation between Eliot and Classical 
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philqsophy which confirms Eliot's finalism: 

Eliot's theory of time is Nel)'- Platonic, not Heraclitean. 
It is essentially an Immanence doctrine according to whlch 
the Eternal or Timeless is regarded as the creative source 
of the flux or temporal. This is not to say that Eliot 
denies the reality of the flux, in some Parmeriidean fashion. 
He is no dualist, pitting the reality 0 f the Eternal agaj.nst 
the illusion of the flux. Instead, the flux, with all of 
its many ordinary Elxperiences, is taken as real but its 
reality is deriygd and sustained by the more ultimate r eality 
of the Eternal. 

Despite his belief in the co-exi stence of the flux and an absolute 

Immanence, Eliot concerns himself in his doctoral QLssertation 

with the philosophy of F.H. Bradley who, like Parmenides, denies 

the reality of the flux. 17 Hugh Kenner pOints to Eliot's con-

siderable involvement with Bradley's teachings, and manages to 

identify some thoughts in Eliot's work which may have been derived 



18 from Bradley. But Eliot's early interest in Bradley does not 

insure a later approval of his doctrines. If Eliot did choose 

to identify himself \uth Bradley, he would stand even more di-

rectly in opposition to Bergson, for Bergson and Bradley repre-

sent the same antipodes as Heraclitus and Parmenides respective~ 

ly.19 But in his modification of the relativist position, Eliot 

is actually part of a general movement back to pre-Renaissance 

absolutism, which return Hulme welcomed in "Humanism and the 

Religious Attitude.,,20 Such an attitude ·embodies a reversion to 
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the values of Aristotle and Aquinas, reflected in Eliot's defense 

of an "external standard.,,21 Louis Hartz shows that Eliot may 

also have derived some of his formulations from st. Augustine's 

f.~..§§,Lons , particularly chapters XI and XVIII, in which Augustine 

describes his faith in an absolute Immanence from which flows the 
. 22 

past~ present and future of the flux~ 

The philosophic turn toward finalism which Hulme recog-

ni zes and Eliot sUI;morts, has actually come to fruiti on in some 

important twentieth century contributions to philosophical lit.er-

ature. The position of Eliot and Hulme is most obviously sustained 

in the writings of Eliot's personal friend Wyndham Lewis, Vlho so 

caustically denigrates the contiguous "flux of Bergson, V!ith its 

Time-god, and the einsteinian flux, with its god, Spa ce-time. ,,23 

Other contemporary thought is derived from the F.reudian hypothesis 

that, far from being desirable, the confluence of past and future 

in a durational present is sYBptomatic of repression. In ~ 
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and CiY..i.11za t istJJ. , Harcuse claims tha t according to the Freudian 

for~ulation, the id preserves memories of primal plea sure and 

freedom and projects them into the future, but the id must con-

front the repressive super- ego which "rejects this instin.ctual 

claim on the future, in the na me of a past no longer one of 

integral satisfaction but one of bitter adjustment to a punitive 

present .1124 Norman O. Brown, expa nding the idea that an indi-

vidual's past may be destructive, claims tha t all of human history 

is neurotic, a form ' of repetition- compulsion which perpetue,tes 

repression. Brown, while rejecting the past- in- present as a 

desirable condition, discredits the mechanistic a ?proach to 

time as well, in favour of a timelessness akin to that pre-

ferred by Eliot and Hulme: "If Vie connect--as Freud did not--

the repetition- compulsion vlith Freud's r eiterated theorem that 

the instinctua l processes in the id are timeless~ then only 

repressed life is in time, and unr epressed life would be time

less or in et ernity. ,,25, But, more importantly, in Love's Body 

Brovm draws a distinction between Protes t a nt literalism and 

Catholic symbolism: the literalist tends to look for one true 

meaning, and views historic.a l events as unique; the symbolist 

looks for ~ternal recurrence a nd prefi gu ra tion ~26 Those of 

Eliot's protagonists who are sacrificial- rede mptive fi gures, 

then, ca n be identified by one line of reasoning vii th Christ, 

thereby bringing something of the pas t into the present. 

As Eliot's fi gures search for finalistic salvation 



through the tlux, so Eliot seeks to refine his apprehension of 

time. He is not a philosopher, who works out his ideas first 

and then explains them. He is a poet dramatizing his ovm imag~. 

inative encounters with time through words which must struggle 

with the limitations of their linear extensity in the flux. 

10 

There is a general, but very irregular, ,progress in his work 

toward a more concise expression of finalism; mechanistic ele

ments do not vanish VIi th the first overt intrusion of a dura

tional consciousness, nor are hints of dUrational interpenetra~ 

tion absent from the last works. But while almost all of Eliot's 

poems and plays can yield insights into the nature of time, I 

will lind t my consideration . to only representative pieceso- The 

classification of works in a particular chapter as mechanistic, 

durational or finalistic implies merely a preponderant emphasis, 

and not that each work is unalloyed with other strains of temporal 

philosophy. Several works, in fact, receive attention from a 

variety of perspective~ in order to stress that Eliot's poetry 

and drama does not represent a fixed philosophical at ti tude •. 



CHAPTER ONE 

HECHANI ,s'rI C FRUS 'r.i~ATION 

One of the distinguishing marks of much of Eliot's early 

poetry is i ts tendency to dwel l on the stultifying qua lities of 

a me chanistic world-view. Sliot makes little attemp t at first 

to provide a solution to these fru s tra tions" but r a the r aims at 

eliciting s ympa thy for the mechanist's pli ght. The volume 

Prufrock and Othe r Obs ervations (1917) seems to be oriented 

parUcula rly to ward captu r ing a fe eling for mechanism, which 

81iot conveys through a variety of approaches. "Pruf r ock" runs 

the gamut of the consequences of me chanism, l aying s pecial em

phasis on a Bergsoni a n clichotomy of the self. "Portrait ofa 

LadyTl and IIRhapsody on a \\' i ndy NightTl se em to pl a y ironically 

with the sort of mu s ic met iphor whi ch Bergson u se s to cla rify 

the orGo nic un! ty 0 f memory. "La Figli a Che Pia nge ll depends 

for its e ff ect on a s ubtle theatri cal me t aphor, developed much 

later tn the more complic a t ed ma trix of ~Fe,mn Y: Reunion, in 

whi ch the me cha ni s ts mu s t ' contend with others of di ffe rent 

persuasions. Such a n overt clash a l s o do mi note s Hurd e r_ in the 

C athe <ir_~l, :r' h e Cocktail Party, and The Waste La nd. But the 

battle-lines are most difficult to draw in The Waste Land, 

viher(:f- dUra tional a nd mechanistic e lements keep consta nt but 

uneasy c ompany., 

11 
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liThe Love Song of J. Alfr ed Prufrock,."Vlhile familiar 

enough, poses a variety of philosophic proble~s which fructify 

into greater complexity in Eliot's later work. The Bergsonian 

split betwe en the fund amental and spatial selves plagues Prufrock, 

who wanders through the tlhalf-deserted s tree ts" of a society 

which only tends to perpetuate his me cha nistic outlook ; the 

fragmented extensity of his world inhibits comuunication a nd 

love. Prufrock suffers all the more because he has glimpsed 

something of another time-Vlorld, that of "the mermaids singing, 

each to ee.ch," and it is the acuteness of his misery \'/hich 

transmut es arid phi losophy into moving poetry. 

"Prufrock't is a particularly cO:t).fusing poem, because 

Eliot obviously wrot e it for p~blic perusal, and y e t he trie s 

to give the impression that , above all else, his protagorrLst 

does not Vlish to be overheard. 'llhere isa tenuous alloy in the 

poem of Eliot's "three voices of poetry": tha t of the poet 

ta lking to hims elf, that of the poet directing a mono logue to 

an audience, and ~hat of a dramatic charac t er who limits the 

poet to "s2,ying, not what he would say in his own person , but 

only what he can say wi thin the limits of one imagina ry character 

addressing another imagi nary charact er. !!l Eliot goes on to 

quali fy thes e general distinctions by noting tha t the voices 

are no t nece ssarily mutually exclusive, so tha t in a poem 

primarily in the second voice, we somet imes derive pa rt of 

our enjoyment fro m overhearing words which arano t addressed 
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t 2 o us. Thus, while Eliot may actually be .'uri ting in the second 

vOice, which includes the dramatic monologue, Prufrock is osten-

si bly speaking to himsel f, even tho·ugh he begins Vorl th IILet us 

go then, you 2,nd I, II as if he v!ere speaking in the third voice. 

As George Williamson notes, the poem only IIdevelops a theme of 

frustration, of emotional conflict, dramatized by the 'you and 

1'113 rrhe epigraph to the poem, from Dante's Infe1:.U.2. ( XXVII, 

61-66 ), supports the private na ture of the monologue, for it 

is Guido da Montefeltro ' s preface to his confes sion, which he 

expects will never 'nEil carried outside the Inferno. And Prufrock 

like wi se betray s hi s ovm frail ti es with such candour because he 

feels 8.s sured tha t his ackno wledgements will not escape his 

private interior hell. 

J e Halverson unfairly dismisses the usual ap proach to 

Prufrock as a diVided self, s prung from a Freudian reading , 

.by reasoning that Tlthough this interp reta tion will fi t the poer.1 

in a r a ther loose way,'it be comes pr etty i mprobable at the line 

l:Oh do not ask, In Wha t is it?II' Here a hardly credible split in 

t he self is presupposed--as if one part of the s elf were going 

to s pring a surpris e on the other. 1I4 \'\/hile Ha lverson's objection 

may be a ppropriate to an interpretation positing a conflict 

between id and super-ego, it do e~ not ex~lude the pos sibility 

that Prufrock's fragm enta tion lies along the lines of the de ep 

fissure bet wee n the funda mental self and its s pati a l and soci a l 

repres enta tion. The 11 111 is the social s elf, vlhich ffi D.y well be 
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surpri sed by the eme rgence a t time of the fund amental self, the 

"YOt.\" which is buri e d s o de eply by the demands of a spatial, 

social existence tha t it generally ha s Ii t tIe to do wi th the 

activitie s of the more superficial s elf. As has been noted, 

free act s acco~ding to Bergson cannot be conc eived by the 

spatial self; they must be left to the ,fundamental self, which 

acts freely in pure dura tion .-- By thi s analy sis, then, Prufroc k 's 

most corrosive problem is an inability to allow his fundamental 

self to dir ect f r ee and decisive action. 

But wha tever the na ture of Prufrock 's fund~mental self, 

the bulk of the poem is occupied with the cri ppling world- view 

of the s patial self. Like a true !mecha nist, obsessed vJi th 

quantity and measurement, Brufrock measures out his life with 

coffe e spoons , his "days a nd ways" in ci gc'c r e tte but t - ends . 

These long-s t a nding habit s fru s tra t e him by per petuating a 

fram e of mi nd which loca t es a ctivity through time in relation 

to particula r rituals 0hich a re ha rdly .di s tinguishabl e from 

the a ctivity in the int erva ls. Prufrock , t he n, at fir s t pl a ns 

to make his move " Be fo re · the taking o f toas t a nd tea," but, 

. unable to gather the ne.cessary courage ri ght a way, he proj ects 

the cri si s to "a ft er t ea a nd cakes and ices ." Fina lly, he 

• rationa lizes , ha lf- c onvincing hi mself tha t wha t ev er he does 

will not matt er a ny way "After the sunsets and dooryar ds and 

the spr~nkl ed s tr ee t s ,/Aft er the novel s , a fter the t eacups , 

aft er the skirt s tha t trail along t he fl oor." In keeping i'Jith 



his fragmenting of time into intervals, and the accompanying 

break-dovm of the tea-ri tual into its various parts, Prufrock 

also imagines that time progresses in a succession of m.screte 

minutes, each of which can obliterate the last. The duration-

. ists feeling for an interpenetrated whole of simultaneities is 

:J.~ acking in Prufrock's assertion that "In a minute there is 

time/For decisions and revisions which a minute vrill reverse." 

The ~echanist naturally gravitates to ward situations 

where his activity is directed and rote, and tends not to 

assume a role in which he must exercise some ingenuity or 

display some depth. Therefore, Prufrock realizes that he does 

not even mea sure up to the stage-figure ,of the classically 

indecisive Hamlet. In his indeciSion, Hamlet has a depth and 
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glamour which Prufrocl~ could not simulate even if he we re given 

the part to play. Prufrock's role is that of the lifeless 

"attenda nt lord, one tha t will do/To s well a progress) start 

a· scene or t wo." He is also not a Hamlet becau s e the prince 

at lea s t ultinately ma de an attempt to rescue himself from 

"a sea of troubles. n Prufrock, for all his immobility, is not 

a very convin cing Lazaru s either. He is, ho v!ever , "Almo st, B.t 

times, the Fool"--and a de a d Fool a t that. 5 

Prufrock's memory i s also hi ghly symptomatic of his 

mechani s tic outlook. The poem begins with an invitation to 

the fun dame ntal self to wander through quasi- me t aphorical streets 

"that follo Vl like a tedious a rgum ent/Of insidious intent, 11 
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suggesting the confusion of memory.6 Prufrock fragments his 

memory 0 f these streets vrl th hi s intellect, rather than intui t

ing a single pattern. He remembers places and people along the 

route, but he is unable to piece together the images of "one 

night cheap hot,els," "sawdust restaurants vii th oyster shells, " 

"Arms that are brac eleted and white and ,t are' , " and "the smoke 

that rises from the pipes/Of lonely men in shirt-sleeves, 

leaning out of windows. 11 

~he world in which Prufrock moves during the course of 

the poem is also fragment ed, and that fragme ntation na turally 

impedes a dur.ational assimilation of new memories. Vereen Bell 

point s out that Prufrock actually moves through three worlds: 

the winding streets, the effete drawing room and the embracing 

fog. He only glimpses wistfully the idea l world of singing 

mermaids.? Bell ,also shifts part of the blame for Prufrock 's 

inability to love to the fragmented society in which he lives,8 

and certainly the eyes which reduce him to a for mulated phrase 

represent an exterior threat from a spa tially and verba lly oriented 

soci ety. Prufrock himself, how~ve r, excuses his disco nne cted 

disc 0ur se by pleading that he is distracted by the perfume of 

a dress--and thereby gratuitously assures us tha t he is not 

another Proust. 

One of Prufrock ' s most paralyzing problems, confronting 

the poet as well, i s the spatia,l extensity of l a nguage. Ne cha ni s t 

though Prufrock i s , his thoughts do not naturally proce ed linearly, 
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and yet Eli6t must express those thoughts linearly, justifying 

the form by implying that Prufrock must so structure his thought 

in a misguided attempt to co mmunicate with hts fundame ntal self. 

Where the poet's problem with language ends and Prufrock's 

begins is unclea r, except that Prufrock hy pothetically has cone;. 

sicle rably less control over the matter .than his creator.. Both, 

ho wever, are obviously aware of the problem: Prufrock crying, 

"This is not what I meant at all," and Eliot casting Prufrock ' 8 

thought into poetry repeat edly beginning a gain, stuttering and 

back-tracking to drama ti ze the di fficul ty of forcing the 

intensive into an extensive mold. Leonard Unger desc ribes the 

para llel in more tra ditional cri tical terms: 

A famili a r co mpl aint about Eliot's early poetrj, including 
"Prufrock," was tha t it was difficult, obscure and 80 on-
that it did not clea rly and directly say wha t it means. 
And inde ed, it doe s not ••• Each part of the po em , each frag
ment, remains fr agmentary even within its given co ntext--
a serie s of l a r ger whole s is sugge sted, and yet the series 
of sugeestions is a kind of whole. It i s the p09m. It is 
Prufrock. He has gone no where and done nothine. 

Eliot simulates a mechanist ' s world-view by s plitting the ~oem 

into sections, like the cho r us a nd verse of a sone . The cho r us 

. consi s ts of the r epe tition of c e~ tain phrases verba tim, such as 

"And would it ha ve b ee n worth it, aft er a ll" and "In the rJom 

the V/O ffie n co me and e o/'l'a lking of Hi. chelangelo." He dramatizes 

th e di ffi cul ties 0 f l a nguage by repea ting some lines only appro xi-
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mately v!i thout improving the sense signi ficantly, suege sting that 

rephras ing isa futile exercise. "Would it ha.ve been v/orth 

while, " itself a ppearing twice, is only another form of "And 

would it ha ve been worth it after all..11 The lines "The yellow 

fog that rubs its back=.upon the window-pane s,/The yellow 

snoke that rubs its muzzle on the windo VI-panes" are essentially 

redunda nt, expressing an idea which is rei terated yet again in 

"the yellow smoke that slides along the stree t,/Rubbing its 

back u pon the vv'i.ndow-panes. 

These problems of expression, ~emory and fragme ntat ion 

all interfere wi th Prufrock' s ha ndling of the 11ov8rv:hel r.ling 

qu estion. 1I Although it cannot be pinne d down ..... \ precisely, 

it must, in de manding only one "ovorwho.:lm:Lngll response, be 

rhetorical to some degree- - p erhaps of the order of " V./hy not 

act freely?" With fe w exceptions , the qu esti o n s which Pru frock 

does a sk hi mself ca n be re duced to a qu es tion 0 f a ctione Pru

frock, hov:ev e r, mi xes such mundane musings as " Sha ll I part my 

hair behind? Do I dare to eat a pea ch?" with the more ironic 

and co smic "Do I cla re/Disturb t h. e univ e rse?" ' . .. L ; 

Pruf ro ck ' s repea ted rationa lizati on " t.here will be time " 

is mere procras tination likwise i g noring the u rge ncy of the 

"overwhe l ming questi on." . Hu gh Kenne r note s that vri t hin the 

passage , "the ",'iord 'tillie ' r everb er a t es , struck again a nd again, ,,10 

ma rking of f time as me chani ca lly as a clock : 



lJ.'here will be time, there vlill be time 
To prepare a face to meet the faces tha t you meet; 
There will be time to murder a nd create, 
And time for all the works and days of ha nds 
That lift and drop a question on your pl a te. 

11 
The pas sage is a fusion of elements from Emerson, Besiod 
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and Ecclesiastes (III: 1_8),12 and as such presents a prescrip-

tion for mechanical activity which all but buries the f1over-

whelming question. II The s e lines are also significant for, ac·· 

cording to Morris Weitz, they ha ve bearing on Eliot's doctrine 

of an absolute Immanence in the relativi s tic flux. The f1ques-

tion on your plate" is the same as the "overwhelming question'/ " 

which leads us to a . finalistic apprehension vri thin our temporal 

experience .. 13 

Only in his la s t look to the pa s t does Pru f rock finally 

begin to s uspect something of the presence of this I mmanence: 

We have linge r e d in the chambers of the sea 
By s ea- girl s v!rea the d vrith s ea '.vce d red a nd brown 
Till huma n voices wake us, and we dro wn. 

The key phrase here is "lifngered in the cha mbers of the s ea , II 

which, ac cording to Weitz, represents the I mma nence, and is 

related orga nic ally to the "questi.on on your pl a te" a nd the 

"overwhel ming qu es tion. ,,14 But Prufrock is ultime. tely lo s t, 

for he n·3v er do es underst8.nd the l rnma nent Homent.. He is forever 

a me cha ni ut, dragging hi s fundamenta l self do wn vii th hi s so ci a l 
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self, instead of reconciling them. Thus, it is not merely "I" 

or "you' who dro wns finally, but flwe": both Prufrock's selves, 

and implicitly the mechanistit rea der. 

Bergson occasiona lly uses the a na logy of a melody to 

metaphorical ly describe the durationist's perception of wholes . 
as interpenetrated parts, r ather than as an extensity of dis-

jointed units; such a metaphor is an essential mode of expression 

in "Po!'trait of a Lady" as \'Iell. "Portrait" is almost an ironic-

ally mecbaniceJ. repeti tion of the "Prufrock lT formula, and s o 

the many sim:Llarities between the two po ems .. -the fragmentation, 

ritual, r a tionalization, theatrical metaphor, distortion of 

languege a nd memory--are hardly worth dwelling upon aga:i.n, eXCel) t 

insofa r as they find dist'i ncti ve expression vii thin the music 

meta phor. One of the most oovi :J us borro\'l:Lngs from "Prufrock" 

is that of "I kno w the voices dying with a dying f a ll/Be neath 

the music from a far ther roo lo ," which a t the climax of "Portrait" 

becomes "Thi s mu si c is successful wi th a 'dying fall' / No¥! tha t 

we t alk of dying." Tbisco nne ction perhaps suggests that "Po rtrait" 

is an expa nsion of the musical mome nt in its co mpanion-pi ece . 

Boreover , " Portrai til seems to be a ' somewlw t more co mplex poem 

tha n "Prufrock" in tha t El iot manages to maintain' a t ension 

bet ween the si ngle organizing princi ple of music a nd the frag-

ment ation of the lives of the protagonists. The poet , then, 

s egregate s his art more obvi ous ly here fr om the quality of the 

main voice. 
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In "Portrai t," Eliot uses music primarily to convey 

an ironic contrast betwe en emotive unity and the protagoni s ts' 

fragmented, autistic psyches. The lady . and her "lover" listen 

to a Chopin Prelude , and she makes a banal, pseudo-sophisticated 

. remark about the intimacy of the music, thereby betraying some-

t~ing of her formalistic approach to life. As if words were 

not fragmented enough in their normal extensity, the two mechan-

i sts mingle their conversation wi th the music, separating note 

from note and word from word. Finally, one of them perceives 

the disparity bet ween Chopin's melting notes and the random 

rhythm of his own metabolism: 

Inside my brain a dull tom-tom begins 
Absurdly ha mmering a prelude of its own, 
Capricious monotone 
That is a t least one definite "false note. " 

The mindless a ctivity of the pair then ~ crystallizes in the 

"danci ng bear" simile near the end of the poem. 'They ironically 

"da nce ll as mechanically as an a.nimal to durational "music. II 

Repetition is an integr~l part of music, furidamental to 

the develo pm ent of a theme, but it is a sinister form of tha t 

periodicity vfhich r egulates " Portrait." The poem is abo ut a 

relationship limping throu gh a year ; references to the months 

of Dece mber, Lpril, August · and October mechanically measure off 

time. Fittingly, a s i mile drawn fro m mu sic impli es the adv ent 
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of one of the "movements" of the year: "The. voice returntng 

lik~ the insistent out-of-tune/Of a broken violin on an August 

afternoon." The cyclical nature of a year, as well as the tra-

dltlonal qualities evoked by seaso nal metaphors, co rre spond 

to whatever dev elo pment there is in the relationship bet ween 

the pair: beginning in an "atmosphere of Juliet's tombll at 

the lIdead fl of winter, pro ce3ding through the false hope of 

spring, the langour of summer and. fina lly dying in the autumn, 

achieving nothing , ending at the beginning. There is no reason, 

ho wever, to believe that the cycle repr esents the interpenetra-

tion of past,- present and futu r e, for the relationship is not 

one whi ch begets knowlerls.e of the beginning in the end. On the 

contrary, the voice of the poem exclaims, "our beginnings never 

kno\'l our ends." 

Although · lIPortrai t does not express as thoroughgoing a 

concern with memory as "Prufrock," it d.oes convey one significEJnt 

connection 0 f memory '1.1. th music, and incident ally with Bergsonian 

notionsr of a crust of alien idea s which envelop the funda mental · 

self: 

I keep my count enance, 
I remain self-poss essed 
8xcept when a s tr ee t piano, mechanical and tired 
Rei tera tes so me wor n-·ou t common song 
With the smell of hyacinths acro s s the garden 
Recalling things tha t other peo ule have de sired . 
Are these ide a s ri ght or \'Iro~g? -
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The mechanist, na turally en ::mgh, is moved by a "mechanical" 

street piano with its ground-out "common" music, springing only 

indirectly from huma n touch. ' The smell of hyacinths, while it 
./ . 

should be an occasion for a personal reche~:}b du temps perdu, 

instead brings ,to mind other people's thou ght s , the matter 

floating on the suiface of the funda mental self. The mechanist's 

standards are not interna l and relative, but derived from the 

judgement s codified by society, and so he must finally ask, 

"Are these ideas ri ght or wrong?tI This question be speaks the 

same orientation to ward public standards as "Let us ••• Co :crect 

our wa tches by the public clocks" and that of the last line 

of the poem: "And should I ' ha ve the ri gh t to smile?" 

Nu s1c is also interpolated ironically into "Rha psody on 

a Windy N1 ght." A musi cal rhapsody, though 0 f indefinite form, 

does embody a cert ain amount of order and int er-re lat ion, but 

this rhapsody, while flaunting the trappings of a dUra tional 

whol e , is actua lly a ssociational and mecha nistic. The tlluna r 

synthesicl'i s actually only a SUb s titution of a new system of 

as s ociation for an 0 1d ~ ~5 The pr edictability of associationa l 

s ucc essi on \'!ould be as ali en to the anti-de termi nistic Ber gso n 

• as it is to Eliot, and y e t Grover Smith reads "Rhapsody " and 

the very sim11Rr "Preludes " as indictments of l3e r gso n by Elio t. 

He claims that Eliot find s i rnp l ausj.ble Be r gson' s vi ew tha t 

dura tional images are a f avourable 'confluence of s ubj ect and 
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object, or perceiver and perceived, a nd therefore Eliot holds 

up ~ disagreable set of images in thes e poems to discredit 

B " t"" 16 ergsOnlan op lmlsm. Certainly, the images are disagrea ble 

enou gh in " Rha p s ody," but if Smith had taken account of Bergson's 

anti-associatiqnism in Time and Free 'Hill, ins tead of basing 

his argument simply on I'latter and l1emory and C.r: eati ve -ro::yoluti o..ll, 

he would have been able to allo w that Bergson mi ght also find 

the images upsetting for their associational extensity. Such .. 
a basis of the i ma gistic linka ge is apparent, for example, in 

the train of "twisted" ima ges in the poem • . The woman whose 

eye "Twists like a crooked pin" trigge r s memories of a t wisted 

bra nch and a broken spring, also obviously twisted. The chain 

breaks momente..rily at the tolling of the hours which fragment 

the poem, but the a ssociationi s t is back on his track after 

half-past three with the memory of the t wisted ro se , and again 

after f our 0' clock Vii th the concluding line , "The last t wist 

of the kni.fe." 

The wo rd " Rha:9sody" in the ti tle, the n, creates the 

false imp ression tha t the experience of the po em i s a rapturous 

one. The ope ni ng lines , introducing the di ssolution of the 

"floors of memo r y" and the normal pa tt erns of memory within 

"divi sions a nd precisions ," tend to give the sa~ne i mpression. 

But all tha t rea lly happe ns is that the moonli ght sub s titutes 

one maligna nt mechanist-associationist orde r fo r a nothe r. The r e 

is li ttle to rhapsodize a bout in the "crov/d of t Vlisted thi ngs," 
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or in "eyes in the street/Trying to peer through lighted 

shutters," or in the grotesque description, following half-

past three, of the moon. This new " synthesis" ~s UD to a 

depr~ssing present moment at the end of the poem, rather than 

absorbing the reali ties of the present, taking them into ac-

count from the start •. The su r realistic. images of the poem 

finally clas h startlingly \,,'1 th the mundane " 'The bed is open; 

the tooth- brush hangs on the wall,/Put your shoes at the door, 

sleep, prepare for life;'" And this life for whi ch the pro-

tagonist prepares is obviously B.n impri s oning one. The reve-

lation, "Memory!/You have the key," is merely a reminder that 

his memory is only the key to a bleak existence, symbolized by 

the lonely room. 17 

The music metaphor in the last three poems throws the 

mechanistic fra gmentation into relief, but Eliot use s a theat

rical analogy to convey' something of the mechanistic world- view 

i tsel f. 'rhe casua l re ferences to the theater in "Prufrock" and 

HPortrai til expand into art implici t founda tion of "La Figlia 

Che Pi a nge" (liThe CryinG DauGhter"). 'Ehe Italian title, obvi ously 

related to t he Latin epi graph, suggests an episode fro m the . .-
cO T!lme dia d~ll ' ark as me lodra;na tic as the parting s cene recalled 

by the voice of the poem. He colors the memory at first, unclear 

himself about what really hap~ e ned; his memory is as confused 

as the epi g:C'aph implies . The distortio n of th e first sta nza 
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gives way to a completely wishful re- staging of the events in 

the second stanza: instead of the girl flinging her flowers 

to the ground and turning away with "tugitive resentment t " the 

parting is "light and deft •. " The "I" dissociates i tsel! from 

o the "he" ill the imagined drama, written and directed by the 

"I" and starring a dominating "he" who can sever the relation-

ship without compunction,. "As the soul leaves the body torn and 

bruised/As the mind deElerts the body it has used." The last 

stanza begins to sepa rate reality from phantasy, but the dis-

tinction is never entirely clear. "She turned away" is all 

that can reasonably be said to be a certainty. The hair as it 

Vias described and the armful of flowers appear as dubious fig-

ments of a romantic imagination at the line, "And I wonder how 

they should have been together." Th e final, most Bergsonian 

touch concludes the poem: Someti mes thes~ cogitations s till 

amaze/The troubled midnight and the noon's repose." The voice 

is that of a hopeles s moechanist, for aside from envisaging the 

encounter as a dialogue between automata, he is unable to recon-

ci1e his memories to the pres ent. His memories "amaze" him, 

whereas the pa st should be comfort ably integrat ed i nto the pres ent. 

The most outsta nding (:lxamp1e of a mechani s t as stage-

d , t ' ~1" t' k' A f Th of "1 R . 18 Sh 1rec or 1n 1!.. 10 S wor 1.S my 0 0 e a m1 Y _ el!111.0n. 0 e 

imme rses h~ rs elf in external, sup erficial patterns of life which 

may be predict au and controlled, and she therefore en j oys ordering 
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the lives of those about her. She betrays this tendency, for 

example, as she replies to Charles' remark that Mary should 

be marri ed by now: 

gone as I intended" 

"So she should have been, if things had 

19 (p. 287). Later, Amy intones, "Harry is 

to take command at Wishwood,/And I hope we can contrive his 

future happiness" (p •. 290). She even admits at the end 0 f the 

play that she has spent thirty-five years designing Harry's life. 

Harry ·is, however, suffieiently perceptive to realize that both 

he and Hary are part of this scenario. He recognizes, somewhat 

annoyed, that. he has returned to Wishwood to find "The book laid 

out, lines underscored, and the costume/Ready to put on" (p. 334). 

Amy, like a clock, .is a machine and, as Warburton points 

out, she is "weak/And running down" (p. 320).. In her youth 

she was more oriented to\~tard guaging time by the cosmic clock 

of the alternation of sunlight and darkness; those were the 

days when "clocks could be trusted, tomorrow assured/And time 

could not stop in the dark" (p. 347). But her life, like that 

of the other mechanists in Eliot's early poems, is barely 

distinguishable from her death. 

Besides Harry, . some of the rest of the family sense 

that someone is controlling their ~ovements, but they are ap-

parent1y unable to icfentify the deterministic sou·rce. The 

Chorus, composed of Ivy, Violet, Gerald and Charles, express 

their unea siness just before Harry's · fi.rst entrance: "\1hy do 

we feel embarrassed, impatient, fretful, ill at ease,/Assembled 



like amateur actors who have not been assigned their parts?" 

(p. 290)~ The Chor~s consists solely of mechanists, and so 

their influence by example on Harry is almost as destructive 
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as Amy's. They give at least tacit assent to Amy's world-view, 

but, unlike the Chorus of Murder in the Cathedral, they do not 

become increasingly aware of their responsibility for the main 

figure t s suffering. Early in the play, thE¥ wonder, "why should 

we be implicated, brought in and brought together?" (p. 301) 

And in their last speech,most of the Chorus is still confused: 

"We do n.ot like wha t happens when we are aWDJce, becausE! it too 

closely resembles what happens when Vie ar'e asleep" (p. 348). 

Only Charles, who is meant to resemble Eliot in some way,20 

bvillCs:9 even an incipient consciousness: "I fear that my mind 

is not who,t it was--or VIas i t?- ~·and yet I think I might under

stand," (p. 3~·9 ). 

The Chorus of MgLde~~n the .C ~thedr~12l is essentially 

mechani stic and passive like t.he Chorus of l:h.~LE.rui!.t ... l"L.Eeuni911, 

but they suffer more because they. are aware ultima tely that 

thei I' po.ssi vi ty allows Beckel: to suffer. Northrop Frye expresses 

the development of the Choru s by charting their movement on an 

imaginary circle divided into quadrants, which he also applies 

to a variety of Eliot's other c reations o At opposite vertical 

poles are paradise (pleni tude) and hell (void) ) and on opposi te 

ends of the horizontal axis are innocence and experience. Thu s , 
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the women of Canterbury move around the circle through experience 

22 in the direction of hell.. A similar visua l ana logy i8 also 

a part of Grover Smith's analysis of the Chorus: "They occupy 

a circumference, so to speak, of which Becket is the center, 

for they rely on him as the source of the movement they partici

pato in •• When he is the point, they ar~ the wheel, as he is 

the wheel when God is the point •. ,,23 The relationship of which 

Smith ~peaks corresponds to that of the finalistic still point 

at the center of the wheel of the flux , but if Eliot is estab-

lishing such a tempora l thesis in this play, then Bergson would 

find the spatial orienta tions of Frye and Smith highly inap-

propriate and mislea ding. The confusion which spatial explana-

tions create becomes evident when the view of another critic 

confronts the construction's of Frye and Smith with his own 

diagram. Louis L. Martz claims that Becket and the Chorus 

represent the "stillness at opposite poles" of plenitude and 

emptiness,24 which vlOuld put Smi th' s center on a circumference~ , 

Moreover, Ha rtz specula tes tha t the Chorus is on "the way up-

, 25 
ward," Vlhere Frye claims that they are still moving downward. 

The critics may unconsciously be supporting Bergson's anti-spatial 

case, but their real concern should be with the Chorus' develop-

• ment within a variety of mechanism. 

The Chorus is mecha nistic not simply because they feel 

that their role is "only to vrait and i'.ritness " (p. 240). Like 

the Ch9rus of Th.£...L§tmilY...B.Qlli1i ol1, they can a.ct, but only in 

respons e to an ext erio r compul sion: 
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Some · presage of an act 
Which our eyes are compelled to vdtness, has forced our feet 
Towards the cathedral. We are forced to bear witness. 

(p. 239) 

The force compelling the women of Canterbury is presumably divine, 

but they are nevertheless mechanistic instruments. As th~ repeat 

often enough, thmr are "Living and partly living" (pp. 243,244, 

257), and thereby bear a close resemblance to the members of the 

Family who cannot di stingui sh their waking from their sleeping 

moments. . Appropriately, then, the women of Canterbury engage 

in rote and fragmented activity when they are not serving ob- . 

viously divine ends: 

And me anwhile we have gone on living, 
Living and partly living , 
Picking together the pieces, 
Gathering faggots at nightfall, 
Building a pa rtial shelter~ 
For sleeping, and eating and drinking and laughter. 

(p. 257) 

They gradually become aware, however, of more than their personal 

desolation. During the murder of Becket, they cry out, not knovdng 

qui te why, 

We are sailed by a filth that Vie cannot clean, united to 
supernatural vermin, 

It is not we alone, it is not the house, i t is not the city 
that is defiled, 

But the world that is wholly foul. 
(p. 276) 
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As Man bears the sin of Adam and the glory of Christ because 

both figures were part of mankind, so the Chorus shares in 

the guilt of the Knights and the glory of Becket's martyrdom. 

Becket must tell them to take their "share of the eternal bur

den,/The perpetual glory" (p. 271) before they are ready to 

fully understand their responsibility. And by the end of the 

play, the Chorus c.learly has recognized its culpability: "We 

acknowledge our trespass, our weakness, our fault; we acknow

lepge/That the sin of the world is upon our heads" (p . 282). 

The Knights and Priests, of course, are also mechanists, 

but they do not exhibit cli'-scernib1e development during the course 

of the play. The tradltiona11y masculine ac.tivity of the 

Knights contrasts with th~ passivity of the female Chorus,.26 

but both are indistinguishable in the flux: "action is suffer

ing,/And suffering action" (p. 255) .. Therefore, the Knights 

are in a good position to appeal to the sensibilities of the 

Chorus, their fellow mechani st s .. The Second Knight do es so by 

resorting to reason, anathema to Bergson: "I am going to a ppeal 

not to your emotions but to your reason. You a re hard- headed 

sensible people, as I can see, and not to be taken in by emo

tional clap- trap" ( PP .. 277-278). The Knights are also as pup

pet- like as the Chor us but, unlike the Chorus, they are operated 

through the manifestly temporal prerogative of the King; they 

act in a manner which is "perfectly disinterest e d" (p . 277), 

because they are merely pe rforming their duty. The Priests 
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likevdse represent mechanists fallen prey to determinism, but 

their orders issue from the decidedly more benevolent Archbishop: 

"He will tell us what we are to do, he will give us orders, 

instruct us" (p. 242). When they do express a wish which is 

contrary to Becket's, it is only to oversee a ritualistic office 

with typical mechanistic punctuality: "My Lord. to vespersl-

You must not be absent from vespers" (p. 27l)~. 

Mechanism is also one of the major afflictions of the 

protagonists of The Cocktail Party, but it is a peculiarly 

Prufrockian mechanism which frustrates Edward. The suggestion 

of disease in Prufrock's sky, "Like a patient etherised upon 

a table," and Prufrock's symptomatic hesitation on the staircase, 

find their equivalents in Reilly's description of Edward: 

Just for a moment 
You have the experience of being an object 
At the mercy of a iilalevolent staircase._ 
Or, take a surgical operation. 
In consultation vdth the doctor and surgeon, 
In going to bed in the nursing home, 
In talking to the matron, you are still the subject, 
The centre of reality. 

(p . 362) 

Similarly, Prufrock's lines, "I grow old ••• I grow old •.• 1 I shall 

wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled," correspond to Edward's 

expression of fear, "1 have met myself as a middle-aged manl 

Beginning to know what it is to feel old" (p . 381). Ed ward 
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"meets" himself because he, like .Prufrock, is really a divided 

self: 

The self that wills--he is a feeble creature; 
He has to come to terms in the end 
With the obstinate, the tougher self; who does not speak, 
Who never talks, who cannot argue; 
And who in some men may be the guardian-
But in men like me , the dull, the i mplacable, 
The indomitable spirit of mediocrity. 

(p. 381) 

Edward's "self that wills" seems to correspond to the Bergsonian 

fundamental self, and his "tougher self" is a variety of the 

repressive spatial self. If that spatial self ceases to stultify 

and complies ,nth the desires of the fundamental self, it acts 

as Do. "guardian" of the <1oo:c to freedom. But since Edward's 

repressive self does not assume the responsibility itself, he 

must be helped along by Reilly and his adjutants Julia and Al~xt 

"who compose a sort of cabal dedicated to the reordering of the 

other characters' mixed-up lives. lI2? The other characters, 

Lavinia, Celia and ]Jeter, are also initially mechanists, but 

not in an especially Prufrockian way. Celia ultimately finds 

the most spectacularly finalistic salvation, and Lavinia begins 

a new life as her husband comes to understand his own life and 

the significance of Celia's death, but Peter remains hopelessly 

adrift in the flux. 

Another important manifestation of mechanis~ in the play 

is the protagonists' struggles with words, which fail to com-
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mUnicate meaning adequately because of their natural tendency 

to distort ideas into linear extensity, even if they are given 

the full attention of the usually autistically distracted lis-

tenere The opening tv/o lines of the play suggest that communi-

cation is awry even between Julia and Alex: "You missed the 

point completely, Julia:/There wer..e no ti gers. T.h.tl was the 

point" (p •. 353). Similarly, Reilly must tell Edward three times 

that he wants gin and water to drink ( PP. 359, 360, 363), be-

cause Edward is too preoccupied with his own problems to really 

listen to anyone else.. As Arthur K. Oberg points out, the 

reasoning which the characters engage in tends to be hyper

logical, often depending on "if ••• then" constructions,28 as 

in Pc t er 'c doubtful propo GitioD. » "If I can hold to the memory/ 

I can bear any fut.ure" (p. 371). In spite of their apparent 

reasonableness, however, the protagonists are not much better 

off than Prufrock crying "Tha t is not itcat all,/That is not 

what I meant at all." From Bergson's standpoint, their main 

problem is that they engage in mechanical exercises of the 

intellect, rather than employing a non- verbal durational intui

tion.. But as Celia's Christ-like cruci fixion suggests, Eliot 

by this stage in his career would be more likely to sympathize 

with Hulme's reliance on an apprehension of a transcendental 

logic as a solution to such problems ~ 

The Wast~. Land is a far more complex time-poem than a~ 
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of the poems in the Erufrock volume, which tend to emphasize 

simply mechanistic death-in-life~ Just as Kmy, the women of 

Canterbury and the Chamberlaynes do not represent the only 

apprehension of time in their contexts, so mechanism is not 

the sole variety of perceptio~in The Waste Land. But once 

considered by themselves, the mechanistic elements in the poem 

can more easily be related to the more significant, and less 

episodic dUrational scheme. 

Numerous critics have commented upon the fragmentary 

quality of the poem, and among them Leonard Unger makes a con

scientious effort to correlate the subject matter \uth the 

form .. He notes that such phrases as "A heap of broken images," 

"I could not/Speak , " "I I can connect/Nothing. wi th nothing,'" 

and "These fragments I have shored against my ruins" refer to 

the poem itself, wru.ch is an amalgam of quotations, snatches 

of conversation and disjointed images dramatizing the poet's 

grapple with words ~29 F.R. Leavis expands this notion to sug

gest that "traditions and cultures have mingled, and the his

torical imagination makes the past contemporary; no one tradi

tion can digest so great a variety of forms and the irrevocable 

loss of that sense of absoluteness which seems necessary to a 

robust culture.,,30 Eliot, then, had to overcome special prob

lems of form: while portraying the fragmentation of society and 

dramatizing his own struggle, he had to preserve some measure 

of uni ty. Aside from the synthesizing fi gures 0 f Ti resias and 
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Madame Sosostris, the poem would s.till manage to cohere, however, 

in its consistent attack on problems which can be reduced to con-

sequences of a mechanistic outlook •. 

Death and mechanism bear an integral relation. to one 

another in The '!faste Land. The poem opens with a classically 

mechanistic dissociation of present from past at the revival 

of memories thought lost benea th a blanket of · "forgetful snow." 

The memories painfully accentuate the disparity between the 

speaker's joyful childhood and her present monotonous and mechan

ical schedule: "I read much of the ni ght, and go south in the 

winter." She is no more alive than the others interred in 

"The Burial of the Dead lf : the crowd flowing over London Bridge 

to stultifying jObS31 ("I had not thought death had undone so 

many"), and the shade crying, "I was neither/Living nor dead, 

and I knew nothing." Hugh Ke nner points out that death also 

figures promi nently in the lines, If'You gave me hyacinths first 

a year agoj/,rhey called me the hyacinth gi rl,'" preceded by a 

snatch of a song ( Frisch weht del' ~ind ••• ), for they rec a l l the 

rantings 0 f Ophelia just befo re her death .?2· __ signi ficantly, a 

"death by water" like that augured by Hadame Sosostris. The 

meche.mst's death-in-li fe, of course, . is moni tored by the clock, 

be it the clock of Saint Hary Woolnot h, which keeps the hours 

"With a dead sound on the final stroke of nine," or the clock 

which regulates the pub-c lo sing announced so insi stent ly by the 

bart ender. His "HURRY UP PLEASE ITS TIHE" punctuates the already 
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fragmented conversation and ushers the patrons out the door as 

they bid each other good-night with Ophelia's mad words. 

Bergson, prizing intuition and deriding intellect, would 

find the chess game prefacing the pub scene to be a pastime as 

suitable for mechanists as drinking by the clock.33 The game 

assumes an important place among the metaphors for mechanism 

in the poem for, aside from being an intellectual pursuit, it 

implicitly ends in stalemate, symbolizing the sterile unions of 

"two female wrecks.,,34 The abrupt shift from their elaborate 

surroundings to the anti-intellectual atmosphere of the pub, 

however, does not represent a transition to a less sterile envi-

ronment, for all mechanists are not necessarily intellectuals. 

In fa.cts the clerk an1 ty [.ist of "The Fire .3armon" are hardly 

chess players, and yet their encounter is one of the sermon's 

exemplums for mechanistic sterility. As F.O. Matthiessen aptly 

points out, Eliot deliberately mechanizes the rhythm of the scene 

by using continuous rhyme for the first time in the poem, while 

stressing the similarity of the clerk and typi st to other figures 

on the landscape: "they are all playing the same sterile game, 

burning alike with sterile desire. ,,35 Even the music filling 

the background of "A Game of Chess" and "The Fire Sermon" is 

of the same staccato, mechanically-generated variety; the record 

which the typist puts on the gramophone as she smoothes her hair 

with "automatic hand" is undoubtedly as tasteless as "0 0 0 0 

that Shakespeherian Rag." 
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The Waste La nd is peculiar among Eliot's major works in 

that if does not seem to imply that immanent within the flux is 

a finalistic solution. Eliot offers durationism as another 

variety of the flux, but it does not appear to fare much better 

than mechanism as a vehicle of salvation~ The poem is, however, 

a worthwlLi.le exploration of the dead-ends which mechanism and 

dUrationism lead us to, for though they may not be solutions, 

the struggle vnth them is dramatic enough to engross the reader. 

Once a finalistic solution has been discovered elsewhere, however, 

this drama should not be dismissed as no longer meaningful, for 

a8 Weitz cogently insists, the "flux is not an illusion, but it 

i8 an illusion to regard it as the only reality.,,36 



CHAPTER TWO 

DURATIONAL INTERPENETRATION 

Eliot poetically simulates the u,urationa1 interpenetration 

of past, present and future in some of his works vii th a peculiar 

arrangment of his syntax and narrative. At first, the interpene

trating qualities seem to be almost incidental. His objection 

to durationa1 thinking is relatively implicit in his structuring 

of "A Cooking Egg, " "Sweeney E:rect," and "Sweeney Among the 

Nightingales.-" In The V,'aste Land, wi th its strong admixture of 

mechanism and dur8,tionism, Eliot finally delivers an unequivocab1e 

rejection of durationism, particularly in his indictment of Tiresias. 

But Eliot does not banish durati onism so easily. In Four Quart ets, 

he still struggles with a Bergsonian as well as a Herac1iteaft 

flux in an attempt to see into "the still pOint of the turning 

world." All of these poems rely to a substantial extent on their 

structures to convey a feeling of duration, but four Quartets 

presents the struggle with the flux most dramatically; the earlier 

poems tend to repres ent interpenetration more sLmp1y through forms 

which bear s ome resemblance to Classical syntax, reflective of 

Greek and Latin time-notions. 

These syntactic forms, which have their rough equivalents 

in Eliot's poetry, are identified by H. and A. Thornton as the 

"appositional mode ll and the "periodic mode . 1I According to the 

39 
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Thorntons, Greek and Latin poetry tends to blend past, present 

and future. The syntax is often paratactic, proceeding either 

"apposi tionally" or "periodically": "In the apposi tional mode 

of expression, the inflections in the main look backwards, point-

ing to something already mentioned which they pick up again; in 

the periodic mode, they point forward to what is to come. 1I 1 

That is, sentences begin by stating a basic idea in an initial 

clause, which is ornamented or explained by reference to the past 

or future. On. a more molar level, stories themselves frequently 

move back and forth from the present to supporting myths. One 

of the characteristic features of the Classical styles, then, is 

a "ring composition," which the Thorntons claim represents early 

, . f h' tIl' 1 d' t· t b . . 2 man s Vlew 0 18 ory as c ye . lca ~ en lUg R, 1. S e g lnm.ng .. _ 

I n Eliot's poetry, the "apposi tional mode" brings the past into 

the present in "Sweeney Erect" and "Sweeney Among the Nightingales," 

while the "periodic mode li flows into the "appositional mode" in 

II A Cooking Egg." 

In itA Cooking Egg ," past, present and future forge them

selves into a pattern which should be fairly obvious to the 

reader, but which eludes Pipit. The poem divides into three 

sections: the first presents a dull present, the second projects 

a ho peful future, and the last looks to the past which genera ted 

the present so dependent on a VQstful future. The whole poem 

obviously moves in an "apposi.tional" or "periodic ll . f aShion, then, 

and within the l as t section alone, it moves from past to present, 
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to future, and back to the present, similarly imitating the move-

ment of Classical poetry.. In the first sentence of this last 

section, the "is" indicates a present concern with what was 

"bought" in the past: "But where is the penny world I bought/ 

To eat with Pipit behind the screen?" The query, certainly, is 
.... 

the equivalent of the rhetorical "Ou sont les neiges d'antan?" 

The next sentence's verb, "are creeping," roots in the present 

the decay over which the scavengers pick as the speaker meta-

phorically bewails Pipit's walking death. The next line, "Where 

are the eagles and the trumpets?" seems to look to the projected 

future which never materialized. Finally, the poem ends in a 

dismal present: 

BUried beneath some sno w- deep Alps •. 
Over buttered scones and crwpets 

Weeping ~ weeping multitudes 
Droop in a hundred A.B.C.'s 

Pipit has nothing left to do but resign herself to a life of 

Prufrockian tea-parties ~ 

While there is something of the past, present and future 

in Pipit's consciousness, they can hardly be said to interpene-

trate . Eliot fences the poem off into sections vdth ro ws of 

periods, then, to suggest the segrega tion of tenses in Pipit's 

mind. The poem sits as a comprehensible whole before the reader, 

who naturally tends to integrate the sections, which he can do 

more easily than Pipi t, who cannot readily see he r life 
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Vlhole.. But it is difficult for the reader to judge whether Pi pi t 

suffers as acutely from mechanism as many of the personalities 

in the Prufrock volume. Surely she is encumbered by the linear

ity of words, her thoughts proceeding as they would in a conversa

tion, but the mingling of tense in the poem does suggest that 

she makes some attempt to bring the pasts present and future to

gether.. In any case,_ a propensity for verbal expression does not 

necessarily make her a mechanist, for it would make mechanists 

of Bergson and Eliot too._ But she does suffer from a despair 

typical of mechanists, and her tendency to speak of herself as 

"Pipit" rather than as "I" fs . perhaps sJIlPtomatic of her Prufrock

ian schism .. 

"Sweeney Erect," ironically commenting on Emerson's 

understanding of history, depends for its most ~mportant meaning 

on an "apposition" which is closer to the original Classical 

form than that of "A Cooking Egg." The mythic figures of Poly

phemus and Nausic~a penetrate the present by contrasting ironically 

with Sweeney and the girl on the bed. The elevated tone of most 

of the first three stanzas suddenly breaks down at the lines 

"Gesture of orang-outang/Rises from the sheets in steam," which 

ambiguously welds an heroic past to a brutal present. The 

translatlon of certain phrases from earlier lines of the first 

three stanzas into the present of later stanzas also reinforeces 

the interpenetration: th"e" cavernous waste shore" laced with 
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rocks becomes the "ovalO cropped cut ~with teeth" of the epi-

lectic; the "snarled and yelping sea" becomes a. "sickle motion 

from the thighs"; Ariadne's tangled hair is now "withered roots 

of knots of hair"; the "perjured sails" of the Theseus myth 

transform themselves into the sheets which the girl casts about, 

relaying different mess~ges to Sweeney, Mrs. Turner, Doris . and 

the ladies of the corridor. 

The stanza most obviously refuting Emerson's view of 

history lies near the mid-point of the poem: 

(The lengthened shadow of a man 
Is history, sai d Emerson 

Who had not seen the silhouette 
Of Sweeney straddled in the sun.) 

Emerson follows Heraclitus in assuming that "time is illusion, 

all time is present; and if one moment, at the next moment is 

history, the succession itself is unreal, for the past as a 

collection of objective events is never present in any single 

moment.,,3 For Emerson, as for what Norman O. Brown calls the 

Protestant literalist, the stream of time forever changes~ becoming 

never the same, rather than symbolically remaining the same as 

long as it retains the same name. Armed vnth the conviction 

that there is no continuity of the past in the present, Emerson 

touts self-reliance as a virtue and assumes that everything in 

experience is ephemeral except the self, anchored in the present 

from birth to death . But Eliot often finds Emerson l aughable,4 
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and betrays this attitude in the Classical form of the poem ; 

bringing the past into the present as he traces the atavistic 

lineaments of Sweeney, "Broadbottomed, pink from nape to base." 

The same sort of anti-Emersonianism presents itself in 

"Sweeney Among the Nightingales." But here. instead 0 f organ-

izing the poem around correspondences aetween the first and 

second parts, Eli ot blends myth into the scenario in such a 

way that past and present are barely distinguishable. He 

simulates interpenetration as much as could reasonably be hoped 

for in a linear form. Again. Sweeney is central to the poem 

because all history can be read in his physique: 

Apeneck Sweeney sprea ds his k nees 
Letting his arms hang down to laugh. 
The zebra stripes along his jaw 
Swelling to maculate giraffe. 

The often ludicrous combinations of the epic and ordinary are 

perhaps too obvious to trace through the poem. The important 

point is that Sweeney is oblivious to the interpenetration: 

Agamemnon's fate as Sweeney's; past as present. 

In The Waste LaJld, the intrusion of the past into the 

present is more complex, part of a pattern which integrates 

various myths and literature s ~ But here. as in the shorter 

poems, Eliot "is not confining himself to voicing anything so 

essentially 11.mi ted and shallow as the inferiority of the present 
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to the past. He is keenly aware of our contemporary historical 

consciousness, and of the problems which it creates.,,5 The 

main problem of that consciousness is that it is aware of too 

much of the past, so that impressions are chaotic and . fragmented. 

The artist's role is to discover some sort of unified pattern. 

Thus, Matthiessen points out that Eliot tries to organize his 

poetry by integrating the works of other writers into his text 

in such a manner that past and present blend into a coherent 

whole. 6 The cohesiveness of that whole is more or less obviOUS, 

depending upon the degree of fragmentation which the poet ~~shes 

to convey, and the nature of the "apposition" or "periodicity" 

varies according to whether the emphasis of the poem falls on 

persona l or more cosui c hi s tory . But whatever the emphasis, 

each history can serve as a metaphor for the other, as~they 

both portray contemporary social disintegration.. As J .R. Daniels 

notes, "Eliot's di sillusion is basically independent of time or 

place; it is the disillu sion which Hulme desired for the Human

istic world. ,,7 That is, Eliot and Hulme, both anti- Humanists, 

felt tha t civili zation as it stood in the early t wentieth century 

represented an elevation of rela tivistic values which tended to 

deny the stability a fforded by ab s oluti sm or deity. If civili-

zation deteriorat es , a s it appa rently do es in The Was t e Land, 

it doe s so as a cons equence o f practically universal acquie sc ence 

to the flux, rather than faith in fina lism. 

Eliot expres s es th e t emporal a nd national boundle ssne s s 
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of this disintegration with techniques conc'eivably borrowed from 

Ezra Pound. The universality of the fragmentation is conveyed 

in Eliot's use of various languages,including Latin, Greek, 

Italian, French, German, Sanskrit and Renaissance English; Eliot's 

Unreal City is a composite of at least "Jerusalem Athens Alexandria/ 

Vienna London." Moreover, when myths surface in the text, they 

often suggest another myth or literary piece, and thereby tend 

to support the Jungian notion that a collective unconsious has 

been in operation for centuries. The Grail legend, as elucidated 

in J.L. Weston's From Ritual to Ro mance, is the ostensible basis 

of the poem, but Eliot turns the story into one \nth heavy Chris-

tian overtones. Cleanth Brooks, in fact, goes so far as to say 

that the Christian mater1al is actually at the centre of the 

poem, although Eliot never deals with its myths directly, pre

ferring to link them vdth as many other beliefs as he can. 8 

Sometj_mes the cross-references become remarkably dense 

as in "'I'he Fire Sermon," where Buddha's Fire Sermon merges 

with the Sermon on the Hount and st ~ Augustine's Confessions, 

and the prota gonist is an unstable blend of Phoenician sailor, 

Ferdinand of ~ Tempest, and Tiresias; the accompnaying music 

milidulates from the song of the ni ghtingale Philomela to the music 

of a gramophone and Ariel's dirge, resolving in the "plea sant 

whining of a mandoline." Horeover, Ma tthiessen points out, the 

interpenetration here focuses on the "compressing i nto a single 

moment of the pa st and present of London~9 The passage is also 
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at least as anti-Emersonian as "A Game of Chess," in which the 

players are repellent largely because they play at an abstract, 

inhuman occupation severed from the past, symbolizing the mean-

10 inglessness of history~ 

Anti- Emersonian interpenetration is also implicit in 

the card-reading of Madame Sosostris. Charlatan though she may 

be, she actually does read the future as it is borne out in the 

poem. Although Eliot's notes are not always to be trusted and 

other conjectures can only be ~ tentatively proferred, it seems 

that the merchant of the prophecy reappears as Mr. Eugenides; 

"the lady of situations" as a chess-player; the "crowds of 

people, walking round in a ring" materializes immediately as the 

horde of mechanists crossing London Bridge; the man with three 

Staves is associated "quite a rbitrarily," Eliot says, with the 

Fisher King; and the Hanged Man represents Frazer's hanged god, 

or Christ, implicitly present in the latter part of the poem. 

But while Madame Sosostris provides a sort of dramatis personce 

for the poem, while bringing together the myths of the past and 

projecting them into the future, she is not able to interpret 

adequately all that she sees. What she does not see, according 

to Cleanth Brooks, is that the way to life may be through death. ll 

This particular reading significantly colours Brooks' 

controversial interpretation of the poem's conclusion. He takes 

the wheel of "Death by water" and of Hadame Sosostris' augury to 

be a symbol of regeneration, assured with the coming of Christ 
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12 in "What the Thunder Said." Brooks, then, seems to be in agree-

ment with Frye, who suggests that the poem moves in cycles, that 

the sea-gull which appears at the end of the seasonal cycle in 

"Landscapes" re-appears in "Gerontion" and in the fourth section 

of The Was te Land . 13 Brooks, however, specifically objects to 

Leavis' considerably earlier interpretation that "the thunder 

brings no rain to revive the Viaste Land, and the poem ends where 

it began. ,,14 According to Leavis, the lines "I sat upon the 

shore/Fishing, with the arid plain behind me" suggest a resigna-

tion to the status guo. But whether the protagonist does set his 

lands in order for awhile, or whether the world does collapse like 

London Bridge, is a meaningless quibble from the Bergsonian pOint 

of view... The durationi8t , for whom tj.me is nothing but simulto.ne.-

ities, Vlou1d contend that there is no . essential difference between 

ending at the beginning and going nowhere. If the past, present 

and future are all one, Brook~ and Leavis ' statements are equiva-

lent •. 

The other great unifying figure in the poem, aside from the 

pseudo-seer Madame Sosostris, is Tiresias, the unhappy arch-durati nn-

ist. Although he has been both a man and a woman, he is unable to 

have children, and is as steri le as the Waste Land and the rest 

of its inhabitants. Since~ according to Eliot's note, "What 

Tireslas sees, in fact, is the sUbstance of the poem," he would 

seem to be a fi gure of duration, benignly uniting past, present 

and future as he draws the poem to get her. But for all his awareness 
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he suffers, his problem analogous ·to that of the over-educated 

Prufrock, whose doubts and rationalizations obstruct a dura

tional as well as a finalistic world-view. Tiresias, then, is 

over-a.ware. As Elizabe th Drew points out, "He is agoilizingly 

aware, in the imprisonment of his personal waste land, that the 

possibilities of rebirth cannot be dismi s sed as an historical 

anachronism; that the truth of the experience is eternally 

present and that the living of it plunges the whole man into 

a process of disintegration and conflict. 1I15 Tiresias' cheer

less dUra tional condi tion is also highly important because it 

marks Eliot's inoipient dissatisfaction with durationism; hereto

fore the only really identifiable malaise in his poetry lay in 

mechanism~ 

Although The Waste L~nQ is the last of Eliot's major 

works before the appearance of an overt preoccupa tion with final 

ism, Four Qua rte.1..§. still struggles almost twenty years later with 

problems of duration. Critics have traced Bergsonian as well as 

Heraclitean elements through the Quartets, but whatever the nature 

of the flux, it is hermeneutically relevant bnly insofar a s it is 

the medium through which the finalistic order can be apprehended. 

Artistica lly, it is important because as Eliot approaches the 

intersection of finalistic time wi th the flux, the form of the 

poem r efl ects his reversals vnthin the flux. As Helen Gardner 

points out, the poem doe s 'not be gi n wi th an intellectual truth; 
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the meaning of the truth is worked out as the poem proceeds, 

moving ever nearer to elucidation.16 Therefore, the affiX±ng 

of labels to the elements of a poem which at least pretends to 

be a philoso phy-in- the-making, must take account of the instability 

of these elements. Thus, though the epigraphs to " Burnt Norton" 

are from Heraclitus, there is no reason to assume that the poem 

will end where it began--especially since the 9.u~rtets continually 

stretch beyond the end-in-beginning of the flux. 

Nevertheless, critics persist in dwelling on the Heracli-

tean qualities of the Quartets. Horris Weitz, however, makes 

a significant plea for keeping Heraclitus in perspective: 

There .c? r8 clements f:::- om Hero.c l i tus ' philo . .cophy in Eliot 1 

especially in the Fo~~ Quartets , but these do not relate 
to Eliot's own positive t heory of time. They are r a ther 
the notion of the Lo gos in the flux; the contrast of wis
dom and learning; the ultimate reality of the fire; and the 
generative-destructive character of the four elements: earth, 
viater r air and fire. What Eliot does va th these l~eas is to 
transf orm them into his own Christian philosophy. 

Weitz, then,tends to emphasize the Christian implications of 

Eliot I S work, but even this reading is unnecessarily rigid. 

Philip Whe elwright, in fact, ma{Iages to construct a convincing 

argument that it is a Hindu notion of rebirth through discipline 

and concentration which underlies the Heraelitean regeneration 

18 at every moment. If a case can be made for a Heraclitean 

organi za tion with either Chri s tian or non-Chri stian overtones, 

however, Northrop Frye'S circles might be able to express some-
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thing of the regenerative spirit of the poem. He represents the 

progress of the Quartets with "audio-visual aids, '~wh1ch is a 

reasonable enough approach to the Heraclitean elements. But 

it would obviously be futile to explore the specifically non-

spatial Bergsonian qualities with Frye's method. Another inter-

esting approach is that of John Clendenning; he associates 

Emerson's theory of the discontinuity of past from present with 

20 the Heraclitean theory of flux, and goes on to demonstrate 

Eliot's anti-Emersonianism, wh.i.le indirectly discrediting Hera-

clitus. But more typically, c~itics simply use the epigraphs 

as a starting point: 

Al though the Law of Reason (12£ 08) :t 8 common, the majority 
of people live as though they had an understanding (vdsdom) 
of their own. 

The way upward and. downward are one and the same. 

The original meaning of the first epigraph was that the 

individual should subordinate himself to community and harmony 

in order to free himself from change, but the Christianized inter-

pretation is that the divine Word (Lo gos ) is immanent in the 

flux. 21 
Ii t t E 0 repea s the communal idea of the epigraph several 

times in the poem, but usually vdthout identifiably Christian 

overtones. Such a case occurs in "The Dry Sa lvages": 

I have said before 
That the past experience revived in the meaning 
Is not the experience of one life only 
But of many generations. 
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The second epigraph also has its applications at numerous 

pOints in the Quartets. The line embodies a typical Heraclitean 

paradox, while summarizing Heraclitus' generative-destructive 

principle. The Heraclitean idea of paradox, that opposites are 

22 reducible to a single truth, is evident throughout Eliot's 

poetry and critical theory, as Fei-Pai Lu emphasizes in his book 

on the dialectical structure of Eliot's work.23 The paradoxes 

in Four Quartets, for example, sometimes occur as short phrases 

of the order of "future futureless" in "Dry Salvages. " At 

other times, the stream of paradoxes becomes particularly dense, 

as in 'East Coker": 

In order to arrive at what you are not 
You must go through the way in which you are not. 

And what you do not know is the only thing you know 
And what you own is what you do not own 
And where you are is where you are not . 

Here and elsewhere, Eliot's parado xes imply that the finalistic 

order can be apprehended through a reconciliation of such anti-

theses. The generative-destructive theory suggested by the 

second epigraph is the basis of Heraclitus ' elemental order: 

"Fire lives in the death of air, a nd air lives in the death of 

fire; water lives in the death of earth, earth in that of water. ,,24 

If, as has often been s aid, each of the Quartets corresponds to 

one of the Heraclit ean elements, culminating in the fire of 

"Little Gidding," they compare favourably to the circularity of the 



Classical end-in-begi-nning, as do some of the earlier poems. 

The circle need not be accepted as an organizing princi

ple of Four 2uartets, but its implicit presence does draw to

gether the Christian and Oriental strands of the poem. Eliza

beth Drew points out that "Jung sees the pattern of 'reality' 

in the Heraclitean forms of a dynamic system in which a central 

energy perpetuates itself by opposing forces which, though 

apparent antitheses, are found to be phases of one cyclical 

process.,,25 At the center of Jung 's mandala, the magic circle 

of the collective uncons cious, sits the figure of either Christ 

or Buddha; they are :~l ;perimposed on the intersection of perpen

dicular lines . In a Heraclitean arrangement, of course, those 

line.s \'Tould b·::J dro.\':n bct'::ccn the gene rLl t.ive ·~ cte structive pairs 

of elements on the circumference. 

But the relation among the Quartets cannot be described 

so simply as analogous to that of four concentric circles ~ If 

the critic insists on a spatial model, in spi te of the Quartets' 

interpenetrating qualities, he ru ght bett e r describe the progress 

of the poetry as like that of a spiral--a series of circles 

back- tracking, intersecting each other, but still moving ' forward. 

Eliot, fully aware that the poem does not move in a straight 

line, stresses that the way to final enlightenment passes through 

a Dantean s elva oscura of words; the inadequacy of l anguage must 

be experienced before a fre edom from its fetters can be appreciated: 



So here I am, in the middle way, having had twenty years-
Twenty years largely wasted, the years of l'entre deux 

guerres--
Trying to learn to use words, and every attempt 
Is a wholly new start, and a different kind of failure. 

Like Dante, who makes his epic journey to enlightenment "Nel 
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mezzo del cammin di nostra vi ta," Eliot is at the mid-l)oint of 

the Four Quartets here at the end of "Dry Salvages," and there-

fore midway to the last finalistic moments of "Little Gidding." 

Although each of the Quartets was published separately, perhaps 

we have here a hint of a final plan. Dante proceeded on a 

spiral to paradise, and the Quartets similarly spiral to their 

end. The names of each of the Quartets at first seem simply 

to suggest a circle from Engltmd to /bm0rica and back again, 

but the circles \vi thin ea ch Quartet must make some progress 

forward, for the return to England is to "Little Gidding," named 

for a seventeenth century Anglican community with far clearer 

finalistic overtones than "Burnt Norton." 

The Four, Qu a rtets seem to be very repetitious, but actually 

each apparent redundancy, each "new start," is different from the 

last; each is Pa different kind of failure" because the experience 

of the last II failure" guides the new experiment, demanding expansinn 

and progress to ward enlightenment. Eliot expres s es the importance 

of this seeming rep etition in lines which a r e thems elves repeti tiou.s 

and circuitious, although making some progress in sense between 

thei r beginning and end: 



You say I am repeating 
Something I have said before. I shall say it again. 
Shall I say it again? In order to arrive there, 
To arrive where you are, to get from where you are not, 

You must go by a way wherein there is no ecstasy_. 
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One example of such fruitful repetition spans "East Coker" and 

"Dry Salvages." The vague lines "As we grow older/The world 

becomes stranger, the pattern more complicated" expand into 

the parallel, but more illuminating lines of "Dry Salvages": 

It seems, as one become s older, 
That the pa st has another pa ttern t and cea ses to be a mere 

se~uence--

Or even development: the latter a partial fallacy, 
Encouraged by su per f icial notions of evolution, 
Which becomes, in the po pular mind, a means of disowning 

the past .. 

Even VIi thin a few lines, Eliot sometimes refi nes his idea between 

modified repe t i tions . At the opening of "Burnt Norton," for 

example, "what might have been" occur s twice; three lines mer ely 

identify it as an abstra ction, but it s r epeti ti on in the more 

concise two lines which follow lend it greater significance by 

identifying it \uth the flu x through which the immanent Eternal 

Moment may be apprehended: 

Wha t might have bee n i s an abs t raction 
Remaining a perpetua l pos sibility 
Only in a world of speculation. 
What mi ght have be en a nd what ha s been 
Point to one end, which is al way s pr es ent. 
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One of the most revealing sets of repetitions, suggesting 

,the nature of an important difference between the outlooks of 

Heraclitus and Bergson, occurs in "East Coker." The Quartet 

opens with "In my beginning is my end," and the idea ' develops 

in the first stanza; the opening sentence recurs verbatim at 

the head of the next stanza, which expands the idea further; 

finally, the Quartet ends With "In my end is my beginning • ." 

Far from being a circle, the Quartet makes a monumental progress 

from a Heraclitean to a Bergsonian flux. While Heraclitus 

admits that the flux is generative as well as destructive, 

he emphasizes its destructive qualities, while Bergson rejoices 

in the "creative evolution" of the flux. The stress of the 

first and la1':;t sen.tences of "East Coker" corr espondingly shifts 

from destruction to generation. And obviously, the relative 

position of the lines reflects the contiguity of the beginning 

and end of the Quartet itself. Just as past and present cohere 

in a durati :mal memory, the beginning and end of " East Coker" 

blend together in the intervening develo pment. Le Brun 

appropriately emphasizes, then, the introduction of the 

typically Bergsonian ideas of ne wness in this intermedi ary 

section of the Quartet. 26 

Bergson and Eliot also seem to be on common ground in 

their attitudes toward the linear extensity of language. Both 

seem to prefer the flux of melodically related l anguage in a 

coherent whole to an extensity of fragmented isolates, although 



Eliot ultimately reaches beyond the flux as Bergson does not.-

Eliot tries to avoid wi thin the flux "The Word in the desert," 

which is any word without context, as well as the Word of God 

perceived but not understood. And like Bergson, he also makes 

explicit use of ~:~usic metaphor to convey his preference for 

pattern: 

Words move, music moves 
Only in time: but that which is only living 
Can only die. Words, after speech, reach 
Into the silence. Only b1 the form, the pattern, 
Can words or music reach 
The stillness. 

Eliot works to give his words substance in shifting contexts 

in order to move beyond Bergson to the world of the finalistic 

Word, and he does so in a form which is itself musical. 27 The 

irony is tha t the melodic interpenetration through which he 

achieves his end is heavily Bergsonian •. 

Suggestions of interpenetration are common in the 

Quartets, even though Eliot is not striving to establish a 

specifically durational order. Such interpenetration is 
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apparently, however, the inspiration for such difficult lines as 

Time present a nd time pa s t 
Are both perhaps present in ti me futUre, 
And time futUre contained in time past o 
If all time is et ernal ly pre s ent 
All time is unrede emable. 
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The past also penetrates the 9resent in the reversion to Renais-

sance spelling in "East Coker": "In daunsinge, signifying 

matrimonie." In a more complex way, past, present and future 

blend in the startling interplay of tenses and meaning in 

certain lines of "Dry Salvages": 

I sometimes wonder if that is what Krishna meant--
Among other things- -or one way of putting the same thing: 
That the future is a faded song , a Royal Rose or a 

lavender spray 
Of ~~stful regret for those who are not yet here to regret. 

Even more subtly, old excursions into mechanism revive in the 

Quartets as Eliot retreats into his personal poetic history 

in hi s irr oGulLl-' prog:;:'es8 t hrough ~lle f lux, Frequ ent references 

to disease reeall the etherised patient of "Prufrock"j chrono-

meters and tolling bells are reminisc ent of the preoccupa tions 

of any number of Eliot's mechanists. But sometimes the metaphors 

are successful simply for their beauty . One such is "Mi dwinter 

spring," expanding a t the opening of "Little Gidding ," and 

preceded by its lesser known equiva lent in " East Coker," where 

interpenetration is conveyed by the bl end of all the seasons: 

What is the late November doing 
With the di s turba nc e of t he s pring 
And cr ea ture s of the s um me r heat, 
And snowdro ps writ hing unde r f ee t 
And hollyhocks tha t a i m t oo hi gh 
Red into gr ey tumble do wn 
Late roses fill ed wi th early s now? 
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The interpenetration of the elements of the Quartets 

is SD dense that it obstructs qualitative analysis, but such 

confusion may be deliberate. The reader must, like a good 

Bergsonian, intuit meaning and see the poem as a whole which 

is a unified blend of thoughts from various sources. If 

Heraclitus and Bergson are at odds in the poem, their differ-

ences can be reconciled in the intuitional exploration of 

time. Such blends of Heraclitean and Bergsonian thought as 

"Time the destroyer is time the preserver" can be grasped not 

so much by the intellect, as by the mind's eye watching the 

river, the "strong brown god," erode and yet conserve the 

landscape of t1me . 28 



CHAPTER THREE 

FINALISTIC SALVATION 

Eliot's own theory of time becomes overtly finalistic in 

many of his later viOrks, even though they still betray something 

of a passing concern ~ith the flux. But the discussion here 

Vlill concentrate only on those worlt:s in which a finalistic ap

prehension d.i'amatically displaces mechanistic and durational 

preoccupations: !,Qur Quart e t§, Hurder in the Cathedral, ~ 

Family ..Eeunioll and :£..he Cockta i 1 Pa rty. While Four Quart ets 

back-tracks frequently into mechanism and durationism, it 

does ultimat ely lend significant finalistic overtones to its 

Bergsonian and Heraclitean elements; the plays similarly 

come to a finalistic resolution, but their course is more 

direct. Northrop Frye claims that all of Eliot's plays fea

tUre a central figure who goes through a spiritual purgation,l 

but the plays do not suggest with equal rigour tha t salvation 

is distinctively finalistic. The movement of Swee ney Ac;onistes 

is difficult to judge, because it is only a fragment; ~ 

Rock, while Christian enough, is a quasi-play in which a final

istic solution is given, r a ther than developed; The Eldet 

§..t..CL~ and hUe CQ nfidentiaJ Cl ert simply do not offer 

unmistakably finalistic s olutions. Moreover, these pl ays are 

not do mina ted by Christ- fi gur es , which tend to lend cl'edi bili ty 

to a finalistic reading of the other plays. 
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In a 1959 interview, Eliot sai.d of Four Quartets, "I' d 

like to feel that they get better as they go on.- The second 

is better than the first, the third is better than the second, 

and the fourth is best of all. At any rate, that's the way 

2 
I flatter myself. 1t Perhaps he meant that the Quartets Itget 

bett er" jon the sense tha t they tend to approach a finalistic 

vision with a necessarily concomitant extrication from the 

entangling words and meanings of the flux. But such a value 

judgement, based on the assumption that a poem struggling with 

the flux is worse than one which makes a finalistic break-through, 

is best left to Eliot. The approach to the progress , as Gar dner 

points out, s hould not be one which guages the poem by ordinary 

standardc o f quality : 

Thore is progress throughout Four Quartets to ';:a rds an 
"easy commerce," a freedom in comuunica tion, whi ch does 
not necessarily make Li.ttle Gj.ddin,£ in it s clari ty a 
better poem tha n Burnt Norton is in it s obscurity, but 
do es give u s a sense of complet~on, that wha t v!as to be 
said has now at last been said •. 

A co mmon approach to the shifting patterns of Four 

QUart..d§ is to tra ce a single wo rd or i mage through the po ems 

while heeding the accompanying contextual changes. Leonard 

Unger, aside fro m follo vdng the rose-garden i mag e through the 

poem, ana lyzes the occurrences of a wide variety of other i mages 

throughout Eliot' s work. 4 Helen Gardner, focu sing her attention 

on Foyr ~etG in particular; follo Vls such images a s sunli ght 



and the yew-tree, and the words "end" and "beginning" as they 

relate to the musical structure. 5 Such critical approaches 
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as these assume a development in the poem which belies Northrop 

Frye's ~inority opinion that the essence of the poem is a 

circularity which not only dmminates each Quartet, but 

unites them: "the four Quartets form a single cycle that 

6 begins and ends at the same point." But the analysis of 

temporal elements in Four Quart e ts which will be offered here 

presupposes the develo pment which Frye denies, and Unger and 

Gardner support. 

"Burnt Norton" takes the fir s t few exploratory steps in 

the direction of a resolution; even though the development 

only he r.:; i . nR here, the nnalistic notion :ls already immanent 

in this Quartet, jus t as the moment of epipha ny is imr:mnent 

in the flux. The Quartet introduces a central problem in the 

first several lines : redemption cannot be found in the flux , 

if the flux is the only reality. The s ole exit to a finali s tic 

a pprehension, represent ed by the r ose- garden, li es in a me mory 

which would lend coherency to the flux. And such a memory 

does not seem to be oper a ting at the pessimistic opening of 

the poem: 

Footfa lls echo in the memory 
Down the passage whic h we did not talte 
Towards the door we never opened 
Into the ro se-garden. 



An understanding of the significance of the privileged moment 

eludes memory because "Garlic and sapphires in the mud/Clot 

the bedded axle-tree." In other words , an exclusive pre-

occupation '.vi th the flux disru pts an apprehension of the 

Eternal Moment, the axle-tree. Notice that the axle-tree, 

presumably synonymous vr.i.. th the y ew at the centre of the wheel 

of the flux, is at this stage distinct from the ros e-garde n. 

The experi ence in the rose-garde n is a personal r~herche du 

temps perdu which mayor may not be illuminating. The axle-

tree, on the other hand, symbolizes a common transcendency 
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which may be glimpsed through a varie ty of personal epi :;Jhanies. 

The ye w in " Burnt No!'ton" is still in the process of 

belnr, cl.ehned, not y e t ;';lGr gi l'g ':.1. th tho L;; ~.:all e nce ut the heart 

of the flux. In this Quartet, the "chill/Fingers of y ew" 

merely intimate death.? Bu t the defini t ion of the Immanence 

maKes more e\Qdent progress. It cannot adequately be described 

as a still point, since it is the source of change, and so as 

soon as Eliot makes his first fl a t statement about the so- called 

point, he mus t back-track and qualify wha t he has said: 

At the still point of the turning world. Neither flesh nor 
fle s hless; 

Neither from nor to wards; at the still point, there the dance is, 
But nei ther arrest nor movement. And do not call it fixity, 
Where past and future are gathered. 

Eliot rea ches to ward a concise, poetic expression for this point, 
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but he is unable to condense these . lines satisfactorily within 

"Burnt Norton." Yet he continues to complicate the description 

of the Immanence by introducing "a while light still and 

moving" into the poem. Not until later do the descriptions 

of the light and point cohere into a single statement. 

In "East Coker," Eliot begins to formulate a procedure 

for salvation.. The Quar.tet is full 0 f impera ti ves. " Vlai t 

v.i. thout thou ght, for you are not ready for thought" tells the 

reader that me may not proc eed too rapidly to salvation; he 

must cope with the flux first. The extended series of para

doxes which follow are a lso prescriptive, for they begin with 

the repeated impe rative, "You must go." The words describing 

the point and the light also merge in an action-oriented 

stateme nt typical of "Ea st Coker": " "'/ e must be still and 

still- l;lOving/I uto another intensi ty . 11 Signi ficantly, the 

" We" of this imperative suggests the COm tribn~ avai l abi li ty of 

salvation. The idea that plurality represents durational har

mony expands here into the notion tha t the I mmane nc e is common 

to all, although perceived through private epi phany. Similarly, 

a finalistic rea ding adds an extra dimension to the dUrational 

interpre tation of "In my beginning is my end." The \'lord "end" 

here begins to assume an Aristotelian, tel eo lo gica l cast to 

compl eme nt its He r a clit ean overtones. The recurrence of the 

statement, and its s ubsequ ent inverSio n sue;ges t that fi e nd" and 

"begi nning" have assumed increased importa nce s inc e their vague 
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presentation in "Burnt Norton," where the only hint of a final 

cause lies buried in the relatively prolix lines,8 

Or say that the end precedes the beginning 
And the end and the beginning were always there 
Before the beginning and after the end. 
And all is always no w. 

The "end" is also "home"--not a plaGe, but a metaphor for a 

state of mind disposed to ward ex) loration: " Home is where 

we start from." A spa tial meta phor suffices temporarily, for 

the refining process has not proc eede d so f ar that such meta-

phors are particularly encumbering, although Be rgson would 

obj ect to spatialization in any case. For Sliot, the s pa ti a l 

locali zation here still represents s ome regression back beyond 

the stage in Il Burnt Norton" of "I can only say, ther:e we have 

been: but I c a p-not say where. 11 The sharpening of the descrip-

tion of the point, the use of the word "home "and a refinement 

of' "end" all f all appro pri a tely in the last movement of " East 

Coker"- -which is really a compendium of the poet ls progress 

so f a r. He is Ilin the mi ddle wayll he r e , which implies that, 

a s ide fro m being ha lf-way to hi s goal, he i s still wa ndering 

in the \"ay up and the way down; he i s no t g1 the source of the 

flux~ 

liThe Dry Sa lva ges ll makes fUrther pro gress in this way 

by r e fi~ing some of the earli er t ermi nology a nd introducing 
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overtly Christian material into the poem. Gardner seems to be 

correct in claiming that the emphasis in "East Coker" :' is on 

beginning, but she erroneously notes that "the word 'beginning' 

does not occur at all" in "Dry Salvages.,,9 I:ts occurrence does 

not, admittedly, add much to what ha s already been said of it, 

except that it is now in the context of a sea meta phor which 

represents the flux: "And the e;round swell that is and was 

from the be Ginning." The word "end," however, does undergo 

significant alteration in this Quartet, where its spatial over-

tones are abandoned in favor of a meaning befi tting a non-spatial, 

cumulati ve flux: "There is no end, aut addi tion. II The next 

step, after some inevitable back-tracking, is to develop the 

teleological implications of the word. Such a significant tran ... · 

sition is particularly appropriate in this Qua rt et, in which 

lengthly and overtly Christian passages surface for the first 

time. The reference s to the " wo unded surgeon" and Good Friday 

in the fourth part of "East Coker" are only casual and fl eeting 

reminders of Christ's death and Resurrection, whereas the fourth 

part of "Dry Salvae;es" is a n unmis takably Christian prayer, be-

ginning with 

La dy, whose shrine s t ands on the promontory, 
Pray for all those who are in shi ps , those 
Whose bu siness has to do '.d th fish, and 
Those conc erned with every lawful traffic 
And those who conduct them~ 
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Even the liturgical diction suggests that the poet reverts here 

to the~logical, pre-relativistic values. After the prayer, the 

way to salvation begins to assume the tone of a Christ-like 

injunction~ the way leads through "prayer, observance, disci-

pline, thought and action." Eliot here countermands the warning 

of "East Coker" to I! ',lfai t wi thout thou ght," f or the Quartets are 

now well on their way to their teleolo gical " end, " and the 

reader is better prepared to understand it. In the last sec-

tion, Eliot again marks his progress to date, but he no w fixes 

his position by the y ew- tree, which indicates that he is en-

couragingly near the goal of bis journey: 

We, content at the las t 
If our temporal reversion nouri s h 
(Not too far from the y ew- tree) 
The life of significant soil. 

The tree is no w clearly the symbo l of the Eterna l Moment. The 

poet by this stage is able to convey more succinctly than in 

"Burnt Norton" tha t his fundamental problem is a reconciliation 

of the universal yew-tree with the personal rose-garden: " ':':e 

had the experience but mi s s ed the meaning. " 

In "Little Gidding," Eliot gives the impression that 

he is at last writing from th e y ew-tree . He is neither on the 

\'lay up or down. He i s at II Hidwinter spring ••• Susp ended in time. 11 

The private experience coinciides with an understanding of the 

Immanence: "The mome nt of the rose and the !!lament of the y ew- treej 
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Are of equal duration~I Fire imagery acquires great importance 

in this last Quartet as a symbol of finali s tic ap prehension, 

and its presence is so ubiquitous that it is useless to cite 

many isolated examples. It can be established with one example 

in particular, however, that the fire is actually at the still 

point. If the s till paint is a place of peace, as Louis Martz 

10 
claims, it is also a haven of the dove, the traditional symbol 

of peace. And because the dove is aflame in Eliot ' s apocalyptic 

vision, it also suggests a host of other p e culiarly Christian 

symbols, including Pentecostal fire, and the peace that is a 

sword: 

Tl16 uove clos c endins breaks the air 
With flame of incande s c ent terror 
Of which the tongu es declare 
The one discharge from s in and er r or. 

It follows from this, then, that "the fire and the rose a re 

one," a restatem ent of the line asserting the identity of 

rose and yew-tr ee . But this last line in vlhich fire and rose 

coal esce doe s not nece ssarily repre sent the apex of Bliot's 

poetic expression. Prior to this stage he managed to express 

the absolute either in non-spatial terms ("int ersection ti me tr ) 

or as the Imma n e nce define d as not- flux ("in the stillness/ 

Between two waves of the sea'I ). Also, the sugg est i on that 

love is a mea ns to s alva tion does not really develop substantially 



in "Little Gipding," and is not part of . the final summing-up. 

Perhaps if there were another Quartet, the traditional asso~~ 

eiations of the rose with love and the fire with passion 

would have found s ome more conci se e xpression. As it .is, 

the final Qua rtet intimates tha t though the poem has reached 

an "end" of sorts, that end only genera tes new avenues for 

exploration ... 

We shall not ceas e fro m e xplora tion 
And the end of al l our expl oring 
Will be to a r r ive where we start e d 
And k now the plac e for the fir s t time. 

Apparently, " where we s t a rt ed" ambi guously r epr esents both 

tlle s ti l l ijoint and t he inexhau s t ible ~J o tenti al of s pi r itual 

and poetic explora tion wi thin the flu x . The va lue of each 

"end" i s that it bege ts knowledge of the source of the flux 
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and a r eco gnition of the endle ss ness of fina li s tic explora tions. 

While Four (.)uaxt 8ts grappl es wi th the limi t a tions of 

the flu x on l a ngua ge , a variety of Chr i s t - fi gures in Eliot's 

plays must s truggl e with humanity a nd their own mec ha ni sm or 

dUrationi sm. The Christ- fi gur e i s pa r ticularl y i mpor t ant in 

Eli ot's work, fo r it re pr ese nt s a transc e nd ence o f time. 

'//illi am Spanos ha s , in f a c t , a l ready disc us s ed i t s signi fi cance 

in connection Vii t h Murde r in t h'3 Ca t hed r a l a nd The Famiu 

Reunion. He bas e s hi s a na lys i s on the princi pl e . t ha t . "Christ' s 
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assumption of flesh absorbs time into the et ernal order." 

But his remarks are merely an a pplica tion of Erich Auerbach's 

commentary on the fi gu. ra , an historic prefiguration, such 

as that '.'!hich binds Christ ;vi th Adam: 

Fi gu r al int e r pre t a tion establi s hes a connection bebleen 
two events or pe rsons , the first of which signifies 
not only itself but a lso the s econd, while the se cond 
encompa s ses or fulfills the first. The t wo poles of 
the fi gure a re separa t e in time , but both, being r eal 
events or figur es, 1:2e wi thin time , rd. thin the s tr eam 
of hi s torica l life. 
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Thus, the fiRura transcends time: the past, present and future 

are indistingui s hable as they are a t the s till point. Harry 

and Becke t and the Christ-figures of The Cocktail Party are 

finali s tic figures vii thin the flux, then, who e:nbody s ome thing 

of Christ a nd Adam , while prefigu r ing a Se cond Coming by 

demonstrat ing the pos sibility of an ulti mate salva tion. 

Becket is Eliot's mos t obvi ously fi gural creation. 

Hi s s patial sel f, from the first moment, be s peaks a fundame ntal 

self which is finali s tica lly- ori ent ed , but Be cket must struggle 

~ith temptation in or de r to ac hi eve a genuine r econciliation 

of hi s t wo selves. Grover Smith suggests tha t the rela t io ns hi p 

between Be cke t and the Chorus compa res to that of the Church 

as s till point a nd t he Choru s as whee l in The Bo ck. He goes 

on to point out tha t " Be cke t a nd the ':lome n of Ca nt er bury (like 

Tiresias and the fo rms po ~ulating his memory) ty pify the dualism 
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of eternity and time, duration and flux, spirit and flesh, 

action by suffering and suffering by action."l3 But the rela-

tionship is not actually so simple as this. As a Christ-figure, 

Becket symbolically embodies both flesh and spirit, something 

of both the whe el and the pOint, until after his death when 

he becomes pure s pirit. Furthermore, Smith's separation of 

dUration from the flux is very misleading , since duration is 

a variety of flux; therefore Tiresias might better be said to 

represent a mechanical-durational dichotomy. Becket, however, 

is not as clearly a durational fi gure as Tiresias, except 

insofar as a figura incidentally hapuens to brine the past 

into the prese nt~ 

Recket'::; e ncOlmters with the Tempters dramatize the 

struggle with non- finali s ti c elements \'>'i thin himself. The 

movie v ersi on makes clea r er than the play t he co nnection bet ween 

Becket and Christ during these t emptations: Becket kneels in 

prayer, like Christ on the Mount, before the First Tempter 

enters;14 he stands beneath a crucifix just before the entrance 

of the next Tempter;15 bQ~s to the crutifix before the Third 

Tempt er enters i16 and aeain kneels before the a l tar as he 

hears the voice of Eliot, as the Fourth Temp t er. 17 The first 

three Tempter s try to seduce Becket with obviously material 

baubles-- worldly pleasure, duty to the ki ng , baronial alliance-

but the Fourth lures him to glory in ;,martyrdom. Thus, the 

first three rely for their arguments on the distractions of 
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the physical Vlorld which would be as tempting to a dUrationist 

as to a mechanist, but the last Tempter is the most difficult 

to deal ~~th because he obstructs the already formidable 

leap from the rim to the still point of the wheel of time. 

The First Tempter is the most easily overcome. He 

proffers his temptation of worldly pleasure in rhymed couplets, 

suggesting something of his extremely mechanistic l eanings. 

In the movie of the play, the ca mera focuses on the chess 

game in which Becket and the Tempter engage during their 

discourse. 18 The connotations of mechanical order and intel-

lectualization ~hich imbue the game of chess in The ~aste 

!&.n.Q. are also present here, with ove rtones s ugGestive of 

Becket's secret l ongi n rs for rna rtyT'dom in a politi cal a rena .• 19 

Even in the final t ext of the play, which l a cks the game of 

chess, 3eck et mentions the ga me in a li s t of other mechanical 

distractions reci t ed a fter all the Tempters have made ~/. , their 

cases: 

Thirty y ears ago, I sea rched all the \':ays 
That lead to p1 3a sure, adva nc ement and prai se , 
Deli ght in s e nse , in l earni ng and in tho ught, 
Music and philoso phy, curi os ity, 
The purpl e bullfinch in the li l a c tree , 
The tilt ya rd ski l l, t he stra t egy of chess , 
Love in the garden , singing t o the ins t r um ents 
Ii ere al l things equa ely desi r a ble. 

(P. 258) 
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The Tempter uses a form 0 f "midwinter spring" in his argument, 

but he corrupts its finalistic overtones to suit his pur poses. 

When he tells Becket that "Spring has come in winter" (P . 247), 

he simply implies that Becket, in the "winter" of old age, 

should revert to the "sprine" of his youth. But Beclt et replies 

in a '.my which suegests that he is not concerned with the 

endless cycling of the flux: 

But in the life of one man, never 
The same time returns ••• 

Only 
The fool, fixed in his folly, may think 
He can turn the wheel - on which he turns . 

(P .. 211-7) 

In the ltlovie, 8ecket then check-mates the Tempter after the 

final, convincing words, "You are twenty years too late" ( P. 247). 

But at this point, Becket has only beaten a mechanist at a 

mechani st 1 s game, which he should not have been i:) laying at 

all, even if he is only a durationist. 

The Second Tempt er cannot be check- mated so easily, even 

thou e;h he is likewise mechanistic. He also represents an 

anti-Pla tonic position, manifested in his remark desi e ene d to 

turn Becket a way from a ~ursuit of the ethereal: " Shall he who 

held the solid sub s tance/ '.'!ander waking wi th de cei t ful shadows?" 

( p. 248) 'rhe word " s hadows," remini s cent of Pla to's shado\'/ s in 

the cave, as '." ell as Da nte' s s hades, s eems to be fairly s i gnificant 

here. It was, in fact, one of the few words r e t a ine d from the 
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otherwise altered speech of the Tempter as it stood in 1962: 

"Fare forward, shun two files of shadows.,,20 Before the 

First Tempter enters, Becket also refers to shadoVls: lithe 

substance of our first act/ :"iill be shadows, and the stri fe wi th 

shadows" ( p. 246). Here, the shadows are more obvi ously the 

spectres of temptation than anything else. Frye pOints out 

that both this remark and the Chorus' description of Becket 

as "unaffrayed among the shades" reca l l the line from the 

P t · liT t· shado"ls as a soll'd thing . ,,21 urga orlO, rea lng • Thus, . 

these references seem to support Weitz' contention that Eliot 

is a Neo-Platonist, rather than Heraclitean, and they suggest 

as well that Becket, like Dante, has his eye on salvation. 

Tho Third Te!':lpt::: r 3 1 :; 0 b o t l ':::"Y S certa in me chanical in-

clinations, even th ~ugh he off ers a different va riety of temp-

tation. His Prufrockian penchant is obvious in such lines as 

"I know how to hold my estates in order ll ( p. 250), and he also 

introduces the pro position, upsetting ev e n to a durationist, 

that "time past is time forgotten"(p. 252 ). 'l'he Tempter ironi-

cally call s for an alli a nce, telling Be cket, "You look only/rc o 

blind assertion in isola tionn p. 251 ), and yet he is not willing 

to admit the sort of al l i ance of past with present which cha r a c-

terizes a dUrationa l memory. But Becket simpl y choose s to i gnore 

the Tempter's remark on memory, pe rhap s becau s e of it s obvious 

fallaciousness, a nd answers inst ead only the lat te r part of the 

Tempt er's s pe ech •. 
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The Fourth Tempter presents Becket vdth an alternative 

which is not so easily discarded as the others. He, like his 

predecessors, only re presents Becket's inner compulsions, but 

Becket does not make the allegory explicit for the audience 

until he asks the final Tempter, " Who are you, tempting with 

my own desires?" ( p. 255) The Tempter also makes it plain that 

the mechanism displayed by the other Tempters is merely a re-

flection of Becket's Prufrocian qualities. Like Prufrock, 

who wonders "Do I dare?" on the stairs to his freedom, Becket 

can also be f ound, the Tempter reveals, "hesitating at the angle 

of sta irs" (P .. 254). While the previous Tempter refuted the 

memory thesis which dominates Bergson ' s Hatter and He mory, this 

one does not accert a ha s ic princi Dle of T i,m8 a n d Free i':ill. 

For Bergson, nothing is fixed nor predictable, but the Fourth 

Tempter tries to waylay Becket vd th the lines, 

Neither does the agent suffer 
Nor the pa tient act. But both are Hxed 
In an eternal action, an et e rnal patience. 

(P. 255) 

He speaks the language of the fina list, surely, even making 

use of lithe wheel may turn and be forever still" Cp . 256), but 

he is only te'!lpting Becket "To do the right deed for the wrong 

reason" ( 1) . 258 ). While Becket rejects the temptation to glory 

in his own martyrdom, he nevertheless cling s to an ess entially 

anti-Bergsonian po s ition, for h e does not abandon a belief in 
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divine determinism. 

In the original Canterbury production of the play, the 

parts of the Four Knights and Four Tempters were played by the 

same quartet of actors for the sake of expediency, as well as 

for the reason cited b y the director, E. Martin Browne: 

I believed, and still believe, that the doubling helps 
the audience to grasp one of the main theses of the 
play by showing a parallel bet ween the force that 3ecket 
is fighting ~ithin himself and the antagonists from 
without. If the Kni ghts' apology is "the temp tation of 
the audience," the point that emerges from this doubling 
is that the false values offered to Be cket and to the 
aUdience, in ~~e tvlelfth century and in the t wentieth, 
are the same. 

The Kn" g ht s , in ~ursuing their mechanistic a rguments, do indeed 

manage to bridge time. Their language is often mOdevn and col-

loquial, as in "you are Englishmen, and therefore your sympathies 

are always with the under dog. It is the 3 nglish s pirit of fair 

play" ( p. 277), and they therefore seem almost anachronistic in 

their setting. But because they are out of joint with their 

time, they t e nd to bring the fi gu r.:,a, which already transcends 

over a thousa nd yea rs, into " the present, lending a contemporary 

releva nce to Be cke t and Christ. 

The fieu ra himself makes his position clea rest in the 

Interlude. Here he emphasizes the finali s tic meani ng of "In 

my end is my be ginning." Christ, a s both God and Man, lies 

in and out of the flux, a nd therefo re hi s birth-in-death 
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represents both mutability and the im~utable Eternal Moment 

from which the flux flows. The martyr bears a figural relation 

to Christ, and so is himself in and out of the flux. Thus, 

Becket remarks, IIJust as we rejoice and mourn at once, in 

the Birth and Passion of Our Lord; so also, in a smaller figure, 

we both rejoice and mourn in the death of marws" (P. 261). 

The birth-in-death of "Journey of the Hagi " has similar final-

istic implica tions; it is better read as a precursor of Becket's 

sermon, rather than as an expression of Bergsonian or Heraclitean 

philosophy: 

were we led all that way for 
Birth or Dea th? There was a Sirth, certainly, 
We had evidence a nd no doubt . I had se en birth and death, 
But had thought they we re different; this Birth VIa s 
Hard and bitt er ago ny for us, like Death, our death. 

Becket' s martyrdom is more rigUral than that of the other martyrs 

whose name-days follo w immediately af t er Christmas, although 

St. Stephen' s martyrdom suggests a resurrection to Be cke t: 

"Is it an accident, do you think, tha t the day of the first 

martyr follo ws i :nmediately the day of the Birt h of Christ? 

By no means ll ( P. 261). Becket 's death comes at a tenuous 

midwinter spring , Eliot's habitual symbol for birth-in-death: 

"Longer a nd darker the day, short e r and colder the night./ 

still and stifling the air: but a 'liind i s s tored up in the 

Ee st" (p. 263). And Becket senses his oVln fi gural relation 

"I shal l ri 5e from illy to rn b/To su bmi t my cause 

be fore God' 5 throne" (P. 269). 
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Unlike Becket .in his play, Harry does not enter The 

Family Reunion as a fully-formed Christ-figure. The figural 

relation between Adam and Christ corres}onds roughly to that 

between Harry as durationist and as finalist, but Harry never 

really becomes as sympathetic a figure as Christ. Although he 

makes considerable progre s s along the path to enlightenment, 

Harry generally remains true to Eliot' s descri ption of him as 

"an insufferable prig. ,,23 Harry must struggle with the flux, 

as does Bliot in Four Qua rtets, in order to find his way to 

the symbolic rose-ga rden. Thus, as Spanos points out in taking 

issue vii th Anne ','iard, Harry ' s salvation is :~ .; in the Et ernal 

Homent immanent in the flux, not "out of time.,,24 However 

unpl easant Harry might be personally, then, he stretches to ward 

a finalistic apprehension, and that, "The Dry Salvages" tells 

us, 

is an occupation of the saint-
No occupation either, but some t hing given 
And taken, in a lifetime's death in love, 
Ard our and selflessness and self- s urrender. 

Harry, like Adam, commits his oVln Sins, a nd like the 

men who fol l owed Adam and shared the guilt of Original Sin, Harry 

also bears the burden of someone else'S transgression. Grover 

Srni th claims that Harry is innoc ent, hO':lever, because hi s sins 

Vlere predetermined by his father. Harry, according to Smi th, is 

not like the descendents of Adam either, because by nece ssitas 
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peccandi they were prone to commit their own' sins until the 

redemption of Christ. 25 Bu t Srni th' s position becomes untenable 

in the face of evidence indicating that Harry did camilli t his own 

sins and is figuratively accountable for his father's sins as 

well. Eliot, in a letter to E. Martin Browne, points out that 

Harry is really expiating his own sin, that of wanting to kill 

his wife, as his f a ther wished to murder Amy: "So the crime 

and the necessity for expiation repeat themselves .•• At the be

ginning of the play he is a ware of the past only as pollution, 

and he does not dissociate the pollution of his wife 's life from 

that of her death. He still wants to fo reet, and that is the 

way forbidden. 1I26 Harry's unusually strong resemblance to his 

father (p. 321) merely serves to point up that, symbolically at 

least, the sin of Harry's father is also Harry's. But Harry 

does not begin the play reconciled to the idea of a ssuming re-

sponsibility for anyone else's short COming, let alone those of 

his father. From the first, he can see the rest of the Family 

for what they are, hopeless mechanists and durat i onists of vary

ing degrees , but he does not 0 ffer any sym~athy. Hi s first words 

to them are symptomatic of his critical, but unhelpful attitude: 

"How can you 8i t in this blaze of li ght for a ll the °.vorld to 

look at? /If you k new how you looked, when I s aw you through 

the "'lindow" ( p. 291 ) . Likewise, vlhen he hears of John's accident 

he condescendingly re ma rks, 



A brief vacation from the kind of consciousness 
That John en joys can 't make very much difference 
To him o r to anyone else. 

(p. 324) 

Thus, aside from forget ting in the culpable \'!ay which Eliot 

points to, Harry is guilty of dissociating hims elf from 

responsibility for humanity. 
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Harry's personal struggle \',1. thin the flux, ho wever, is 

enough to occupy him for mos t of the play, and almost excuses 

his inat,tention to others. At first, Harry cons iders "wha t is 

al ways pre sent" as "what matters" (p. 294), but, as "Burnt 

Norton" makes clear, uIf all time is eternally present/All 

time is unrede emable. U As in Four Q,uart e ts, the distinctions 

bet ween mechanism and dUra tioni sm are blurred in The Family 

Reun..i. on, for what matters after all, is the o ~)posi tion of final-

ism to any variety of flux. Therefore, Ha r r y also co pes vQ th 

charact eristic ally mechanistic problems as he drifts through 

the flux. 'Hhen he s peaks of uflickering intervals of light 

and darkness" (p. 294) which trouble him , he metaphori cally 

bemoans his mechanistic fragmentation. Agatha prefaces Harry 's 

first entrance vli th a s i gni ficant covert allusion to Henry 

Jame s ' "The Jolly Corner": 27 

The man who returns wi ll have to mee t 
The boy who left ••• 
And it ~~ll no t be a very jolly ~orner 
When the loop in time comes--and it does not come for 

everybody--
The hidden is revealed , a nd the spectres sho w themselves. 

(PP. 288-289) 
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In James' story, Spencer Brydon returns to his home~ "the jolly 

corner," and tracks down the ghost of what he might have been. 

Agatha suggests, then, that Harry has a similar schism ~~thin 

himself, and she au gurs the a ppearance o~ the Eumenides through 

a I1loop in time" These are the forces which will warn Harry 

away from the "boy who left." The s plit in Harry can perhaps 

be compared to that b e t we en the fundamental and s patial selves, 

although the self that might have been does not lie so clearly 

in the realm of the mechanistic as Prufrock's spatial self. It 

is ironic, then, that while Harry himself is so fra gmented, 

holding only "a frag 'll ent of the explanationtl (p. 296), he can 

accuse others of "trying to think of each thing se:9aratelytl 

(p. 326) __ !-1oreover, ,,[Id.la r'l.ost of the Family cannot pinpoint 

the cause of their disc ontent, Harry is just conscious enou gh 

of the mechanistic difficulty wi th words VJhi ch he shares with 

them: 

This is what mat ters, but it is uns peakable, 
Untranslatable : I talk in general terms 
Because the particular has no language. 

(p. 294) 

Appro priately, Harry's important observation comes at what Amy 

calls rIa very particular occa s ion" (p. 288). 

Ha rry requires assistance from a variety of sources to 

extricate hi~self from his tangle in the flux, a nd assume a 

more Christ-li ke benevolence. Agatha and Ma ry, while representing 

what might have been, are n ev ertheless helpful in u shering Harry 



28 into his rose-garden. Agatha is the more enlightened of the 

two, but she tells Hary that they are both in the twilight 

zone between the flux and the timeless world: 

You and I, 
My dear, may very likely meet again 
In our wanderings in the neutral territory 
Between t ~o worlds. 

(p. 343) 

They are "only watchers and waiters: not the easiest role" 
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(p. 305). Downing is also helpful, insofar as he is spiritually 

attuned to Harry, and therefore able to see the Eumenides and 

sympathize with him. Dr. Warburton, while hardly mystical, 

unkno ~'llng1y 1:"01£1 5 ~ID.rry a long by re-f 0rring hi il to Agatha, '.'Iho 

knows the secret of the relationship between Harry's mother and 

father. And, of course, the Furies finally lead Harry past 

Agatha and Nary, across "the frontier/Beyond which safety and 

danger have a di fferent meaning" ( p. 342). 

Harry's first encounter with the Furies, in the presence 

of Mary, repre s ents something of a f~lse start. Eliot explains 

its intended signi ficance in a letter to E. Martin Browne: 

The scene with Mary is mea nt to bri ng out, a s I am a ware 
it fails to, the conflict inside him bet ween this repul
sion for Mary as a woman, and the attra ction which the 
nor~al part of him that is still left, f eels to wards her 
for the fir s t ti n~ ••• Thi s a t t r a c tion glimmers - for a moment 
in his mind, half-cons ciously a s a possible "way of escape tl ; 



and the Furies (for the Furies are divine instruments, 
not simple hell-hounds) come in the nick of time to warn 
him away from this evasion--th2~gh at that rn~ment he 
misunde r stands their function~ 
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The "way of escape" is a slipping back into the relative innocence 

of what might have been--marrying Mary as Amy planned before 

Harry took another wife.. The Furies warn Harry away from denying 

his real past, but in addressing them, Harry continues to treat 

his past and present selves as dissociated entities. "It is 

not me you are looking at," he cries to the Furies, "but that 

other person, if person/You thought I was" (p •. 311). Harry 

obviously still must move from a mechanical dissociation to a 

durational unity before he can achieve epi phany. Hary is of 

some help to Harry along this way, even though Eliot co m:nents 

while he is working on intermediate drafts of the play that 

IIHary understands nothing , and is in a fair way to having to 

follow exactly the footsteps of Agatha, in order eventually to 

reach the poi nt that Agntha has reached. 1I30 While she may-.- nQt 

understand all the implications of her remark, she does say just 

before the Eumenides a ppear, III believe the moment of birth/Is 

when we have knowled ge of death" ( p. 310). The end-in-beginning 

of which she speaks is more than a Heraclitean or 3ergsonian 

creation wi thin the flux. Her epigram, like "In my be ginning 

is my enG.," points to the gtmesis of finalism in the death of 

durat1onism, as well as portending the death of II.my before Harry 
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begins a new life. 

Harry's second encounter vdth the Eumenides is in the 

presence of Agatha, and only now, Eliot claims, "does he begin 

to understand what the ',';ay of Liberation is: and he follows 

the Furies as immediately and as unintelligibly as the Disciples 

dropping their nets,,31 V/hen Agatha steps into the embrasure 

which the Furies just OCcUIJied and explains the ori ein of the 

curse which weighs upon Harry, she symbolically assumes the 

role of the Furies. Heretofore, she was only a quasi-mystic .-. 

who "only looked through the Ii t tIe door/.'lhen the sun was 

shining on the rose- ga rden" ( PP. 334-335 ) whi ch she could only 

hope to attain. But she now acts temporarily as a divine 

instrument. She free s Har'::'y from the hold of nhantasms by 

telling him the truth about the relationship between his parents 

so that Harry recogniz es that he only repeated the sin of his 

f 2. ther by dreaminG that he pushed his own wife overboard. 

Carol Smith notes that "The freedom he desires is from guilt 

and responsibility, but the Furies show him that he must accept 

both before he can be truly free. 1132 It is clear enough that 

Harry acce pts the guilt in this scene vd th Agatha and the Furies, 

but his acceptance of responsibility for others, as he assumes 

a more Christ-like demeanor, can more clearly be a ttributed to 

what he learns from Agatha apart from the FUries. She tells 

Harry, for example, tha t 



we cannot rest in being 
The impatient spectators of malice or stupidity. 
We must try to penetrate the other private worlds 
Of make-believe and fear. To rest in our o wn suffering 
Is evasion of suffering. ~e mU3t learn to suffer more. 

(p. 327) 

And Harry, in marked contrast to his earlier callousness, de-
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c lares finally that he will leave t o "ca re over l ives of humble 

people" (p . 339 ). Such responsibility seems to be what Eliot 

espouses, and not, as Weitz claims, that "Detac hment from things, 

persons and places is the right goal of ma~,33 __ an attitude 

more befitting an Bastern ascetic than Christ. 

t Grover Slli th paints out that " Eliot had somewhere in m.nd 

the idea that on an allegori cal level Harry could suggest by his 

co nduc t the r~lG of Chri st , for he is to s y mbolize r edemption 

of the family fro m the paternal curse b y being 'Its bird sent 

flying through the purgatorial flame'; in other wo rds its scape

goat. ,,34 Indeed, Harry's new life be gins in the spring, the 

traditional time of the Resurt-ection; like the " wounded surgeon," 

the emblem of Christ in "Ea st Coker," Harry is also wounded 

(p . 334); and as No rthrop Frye points out, the final extinguishing 

of the candle s makes \'l i s hwo od a Chape l Perilous in wh.ich death 

begets life. 35 If Harry's story can thus trans cend ti me and 

place to bear a f igural relation to that of Christ, it c a n also 

embody some thing of the Orestes myt h, as wel l as the suf fering 

of Adam and hi s descendents. Harry, then , i s not di"squalified 

from being a finali s tic fi gure jus t because he also re presents 

a variety of other things . 
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The Cocktail Party also h~s its figural elements, but the 

ritual sacrifice differs from that of Hurder in:the Cathedral and 

Th 1 h it ~ Id d' d 36 e Fami y Reunion in t at unlO s as a ravnng-room come y. 

As far as Frye is concerned, however, all of these plays are 

comedies in the sense that "The end restores what the audience 

has seen all along to be the desirable state of affairs, hence 

in a comedy's beginning is its end. 'I ~ · The end is also a begin-

ning, as a new order germinates, and so the Christian figural 

events of Eliot's plays imitate a "divine comedy" in which the 

Fall and Crucifixion are tragic episodes. 37 While The Cocktail 

Party may be more obviously a comedy than most of Eliot ' s other 

plays, its fi gura is not so easily isolated, for several of its 

charact ers share Christ-like attributes, but none co r responds 

perfectly to the Redeemer. The play's mythic origins in Alcestis 

are also SignIficantly more obscure than than the Aeschylean 

qualities of The Fa~tly Reuni on. 38 

Harcourt-Reilly, who brings Lavinia back from a figurative 

death, cor responds most clearly to Hercule s , who bro ught Alcestis 

back from the Underworld. Both Christ and Hercules are off-spring 

of a union of a divinity and a mortal, and Harcourt- Reil l y is 

similarly a me diationa l fi gure bet ween the eve ryda y world and 

the tra nscend e n t al.. Rexine poi nts out, in f a c t , that Harcourt-

Reilly's hyphenated name is meant to sugg est this me diational 

role: Harcourt is a " s turdy Sng lish" name, whereas Reilly has 

overtones of a very diff e rent Irish spirit. 39 But Reilly is 
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only a guardian of the door to the rose-garden; therefore, he 

does not himself undergo a redemptive crucifixion. He resembles 

Agatha of The Fa mily Reunion, for he is capable of augury 

(p. 364) and can usher others across the frontier to salva-

tion which is momentarily beyond him. He even expresses 

basically dUrational ideas at times. His belief in a flux 

which coheres through dUrational menory is evident in his 

lines, 

Ah, but we die to each other daily.
What we kno w of other p eo ple 
Is only our memory of the moments 
During whi ch we k ne w them. And they have changed 

since then. 

Later, he confes s es his own lirni tations, confirming that his 

spirit is indeed anchored in the flux: 

And when I say to one like her 
" V/ ork out your salvation \vi th dilie;ence," I do not 

understand 
What I myself am saying . 

(p. 421) 

Denis Dono ghue s ho 'lls that the play emphas izes ima ges of sight 

and blindness,4
0 

and Reilly is also part of thi s pattern which 

is clos e ly allied to the strat egy of rede~ption. His song 

tlOne-eyed Riley" with the line "And me bein' the One "8yed 

Riley" [Sic] sugge sts that he is the proverbial one-eyed man 
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in the country of the blind. Julia and Alex are assisting guard-

ians of the rose-garden, but they are not as perceptive as the 

"One-eyed Riley,,41 Julia's inferiority in particular becomes 

clear in the obviously metaphorical meaning of her lines, 

"I must have left my glasses here,/And I simply can't see a 

thing vii thou t themlt (p. 364). 

Both Lavinia and Edward are led to their salvation along 

a route which parallels that taken by Christ to redeem mankind. 

Lavilua's absence and return to her husband is analogous to 

Christ' s Harrowing of Hell and Resurrection, as well as to the 

Alcestis story. Similarly, Reilly tells Edward that he must 

take "a long journey" before he can find salvation ( p~ 404), 

just as the Hagi make 'ta journey, and such a long journey" to 

the birth-death of Christ, and as Harry goes on a "pilgrimage 

of expiation" (p. 350 ). The conclusion of the play is clearly 

a beginning-in-end fo r "Sdward and Lavinia. The play begins and 

ends with a cocktail pa rty, and the last exchange of the pair 

appropriately r ocalls the "In my end is my beginning" which 

concludes "Ea st Coker": 

LAVINIA: 
EDWARD: It will so on be over. 
LAVI NIA: 
ED~A~D : Th ere' s t he doorb ell. 
LAVDfIA: 

Now for the party. 

I wi s h it would be gin. 

Oh, I'm glad. It's begun. 

The meaning of the pa rty has shift e d by now, ho wever, from an 

arena for spatial selves engaging in s tichomythic parries like 



those of "A Game of Chess,,42 to a symbolic renewal. Edward 

has come to understand in the last moments of the play what 

Reilly has been tel:ling him: "That every moment is a fresh 

begi nning" ( p. 440) .. 
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Celia is the most obvious fi gura of Christ in the play, 

for just before her death she leads a life of asceticism a nd 

self-sa crifice which i s unmi s takably Christ-like. Eliot rather 

heavy-handedly leaves little doubt of her significance a s Alex 

tells the Chamberla yne s and their guests that " s he must ha ve 

been crucified/Very near an ant-hill" ( p. 434). But even before 

she leaves on her redemptive journey, Celia is a figure of 

loneliness and su ffering ( p . 413 ) among her mechani stic acquaint

ances. Unlike most of the others, s he is relucta nt "to become 

a thing ••• she suffered more, because more conscious" ( p. 437). 

Part of that consciousness is a sense of sin which is so vague 

as to be universal ( pp. 414-415), befitting a figure whose death 

is the occasion for the redemption of others. Some of these 

protagonist s ultimately realize thG_t their autistic mechanism 

is partly to blame for her isola tion and s ub s equent death: like 

the Choru s of Murde r in the Cathe dr al, and the Family of ~ 

Family Reunion, they are res :-, onsible for being irres ) onsible. 

Harcourt- Reilly brings the point of the pl a y home at the final 

gathering: 
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As for Hiss Co plestone, because you think her death was waste 
You blame yourselves, and because you blame yourselves 
You think her life was wasted.. It '.'las triumphant. 
But I am no more responsible for the trium ph--
And just as responsible for her death as you are. 

(P. 438) 

As a figura of Christ, Celia mu st, of course, have some-

thing of the "flesh" as well as the "spirit" about her. She 

does not, therefore, disp lay the trapping s of an ascetic final-

ist all through her life. As Reilly points out after ~s story 

of the magus Zoroaster who met his own image, Celia al s o had 

a divided self: 

When I first met Hiss Coplestone, in this room, 
I saw the imR~e , sta nctLng behind h.er chair ~ 
Of a Celia Co plestone whose face sho wed the astonishment 
Of the first five minutes a fter a violent death •. 

(p. 437) 

Celia seems to have been divided between the finalistic martyr 

who meets the violent death, a nd the more munda ne self of the 

flux whom Reilly saw sitting in the chai r. Prufrock is compa-

rably divided, but his schism li e s along the lines of the funda-

mental and spatial selves, both of which a re mer-ety anchored 

in different varieties of flux. It is the for t une of only a 

few of Eliot's creations , like Celia, Becket and Harry, to 

escape at lea st fairly honoura bly from the flux , while Prufrock 

and his fellow shades va ni s h into the me chanistic or dUrational 

"yellow fog." 
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The multiplicity of Christ-figures in this late play 

partake in one of Eliot's most overtly finalistic gestures, 

but the two plays which follow it chronologically, The Confi

dential Clerk and The Elder Statesman, do not develop the 

finalistic themes significantly further, if at all. Such an 

irregular progress is typical of the pattern which extends 

from the mechanistic Prufrock through the dUrational Tiresias 

to the finalistic Celia.. Eliot may have been writing the same 

work all his life, as he claims, but he ittd not write a volume 

of philosophy which must argue its way steadily and logically 

to its conclusion. 
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